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I. Riassunto 
Il progetto su cui mi sono dedicato nel mio dottorato è rappresentato dallo 

sviluppo di un metodo computazionale per simulare l'aggregazione di proteine in 

fibrille amiloidi. Come descritto più avanti, l'aggregazione proteica è un processo 

complesso che porta all'accumulo e alla deposizione di fibrille amiloidi, causando 

molte malattie tutt’ora non curabili. I dettagli atomistici di questo processo non 

sono ancora completamente compresi e la dinamica molecolare potrebbe 

integrare le tecniche sperimentali disponibili. Tuttavia, le grandi dimensioni dei 

sistemi in gioco e la lunghezza di simulazione necessaria rendono difficile 

l'applicazione di tali metodi. Seguendo gli studi di Camilloni e Sutto1–3, ho 

sviluppato un approccio che permette di simulare l'aggregazione proteica basato 

sulla conoscenza delle strutture iniziale e finale di tale processo. Durante il primo 

anno di dottorato, mi sono concentrato sullo sviluppo iniziale del metodo 

creando un singolo potenziale in grado di rappresentare due stati di una proteina 

a partire da due strutture. Per lo sviluppo della prima versione si è utilizzato 

SMOG, un software che crea modelli di structure-based (SB), cioè utilizzando 

una struttura di riferimento come minimo dell’energia potenziale. 

Contestualmente, ho sviluppato un codice in Python per unire diversi modelli 
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SMOG in uno ed eseguire simulazioni di dinamica molecolare utilizzando 

GROMACS. Per testare il metodo si è utilizzato un peptide derivato dalla 

Transtiretina. Il primo tentativo è stato quello di rappresentare a grana grossa il 

peptide TTR mappando su una singola sfera centrata su sul rispettivo Cα. 

Tuttavia, tale rappresentazione semplificata si è dimostrata inefficace nel 

rappresentare il processo di aggregazione. In seguito, sono passato ad una 

rappresentazione semi-atomistica parametrizzando tutti gli atomi tranne gli 

idrogeni utilizzando SMOG ed ho definito il modello come multi-GO. Con la 

nuova rappresentazione semi-atomistica, multi-GO ha dimostrato la capacità di 

simulare l’aggregazione delle proteine grazie al raffinamento del potenziale 

mediante diverse ottimizzazioni. La prima ottimizzazione è rappresentata dallo 

sviluppo di un codice Python per parametrizzare il potenziale Lennard-Jones (LJ) 

invece di SMOG. Di conseguenza, i parametri di legame (bonded) sono stati 

ottimizzati insieme a quelli non covalenti. Abbiamo basato i primi su 

GROMOS54a7 migliorando notevolmente il nostro modello. Inoltre, ho 

aggiunto la possibilità di imparare il potenziale LJ dalle simulazioni MD. Questa 

nuova versione è stata chiamata multi-eGO. I risultati ottenuti nel secondo anno 

sono stati pubblicati nel primo articolo su PNAS. Al terzo anno ho applicato 

questo metodo alla proteina Aβ42, poiché un training set basato su simulazioni 
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atomistiche statisticamente significativo è stato generato, permettendo la 

generazione di un potenziale multi-eGO. I test sulle proteine complete hanno 

evidenziato un problema importante nella parametrizzazione della geometria 

locale di multi-eGO, legato a uno sbilanciamento tra il potenziale LJ dei contatti 

locali e di quelli a lungo raggio. Durante il terzo anno sono riuscito a migliorare 

la descrizione di proteine lunghe inserendo un parametro che permette di 

raffinare la descrizione della geometria locale. Poiché la proteina Aβ42 è stata 

parametrizzata correttamente, ho potuto estendere le funzionalità di multi-eGO 

aggiungendo una piccola molecola alla simulazione. Ho svolto questo compito 

presso l'Università di Cambridge, ospite del prof. Michele Vendruscolo, 

dimostrando la possibilità di parametrizzare piccole molecole in questo 

framework. Complessivamente, in questi tre anni abbiamo sviluppato un nuovo 

modello in grado di simulare semi-quantitativamente l'aggregazione proteica. 

Sebbene siano necessarie diverse ottimizzazioni, multi-eGO potrebbe diventare 

un potente strumento in silico per descrivere ed investigare l'aggregazione 

proteica. 
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II. Summary 
The project I have been focusing for the last three years was the development of 

a computational method to simulate protein aggregation into amyloids. As 

further described below, protein aggregation is a complex process leading to the 

accumulation and deposition of amyloid fibrils causing several and uncurable 

diseases. The atomistic detail of this process remains elusive and molecular 

dynamics could complement experimental techniques. However, the large size of 

the systems and long timescales of the process make difficult to apply such 

methods. Following the works from Camilloni and Sutto1–3, I developed a 

structure-based (SB) approach to protein aggregation. During the first year of the 

PhD, I focused on the initial proof of concept of using two structures in a single 

SB model. The first version was based on a software called SMOG which creates 

SB models using a protein structure as input. In the first year I developed a 

python script to merge different SMOG models into one and perform MD 

simulations using GROMACS. The method was developed using a short peptide 

derived from the Transthyretin protein. The first attempt was to coarse grain the 

representation of the TTR peptide mapping a single bead per residue on the Cα. 

However, such simplified representation was not suitable to simulate protein 
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aggregation. Afterward, I used SMOG in a semi-atomistic representation to 

define our model called multi-GO, demonstrating the feasibility of our method, 

although several optimizations were required. The first optimization was to 

develop a python code to parametrize the LJ potential instead of SMOG. As a 

result, bonded parameters were optimized along with the non-bonded. We based 

bonded parameters on GROMOS54a7, and the improved geometry greatly 

improved our model. Moreover, I added the possibility to learn the LJ potential 

from MD simulations. This new version was named multi-eGO. The results 

obtained in the second year were published in the first article on PNAS. In the 

third year I applied this method on the full length Aβ42 protein, as the knowledge 

required to parametrize multi-eGO is available. Testing full-length proteins 

highlighted a major issue in multi-eGO related to an unbalance between LJ 

potential of local and long-range contacts. During the third year I was able 

improve the description of  proteins by inserting a prior information describing 

the local geometry. As the Aβ42 protein was properly parametrized, I was able to 

extend multi-eGO functionalities by adding a small molecule in the simulation. 

I performed this task at Cambridge University hosted by prof. Michele 

Vendruscolo, proving the possibility of small molecules parametrization in multi-

eGO. Altogether, during those three years we developed a new model able to 
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qualitatively simulate protein aggregation. Although several optimizations are 

necessary, multi-eGO could become an additional tool to simulate protein 

aggregation.  
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III. Aim of the project 
Amyloid fibrils are the result of the accumulation and deposition of proteins. All 

molecules composing the fibrils arrange in β-sheets repeated along the fibril axis 

and their sidechains closing in a dry steric zipper. The relevance of the amyloid 

state research is determined by several diseases linked to the formation of 

insoluble fibrils. Some of these diseases are epidemic globally and mostly 

uncurable. Amyloidosis is a complex process whose details remain elusive due to 

the considerable dynamics of the oligomeric intermediates. The latter have been 

reported to be toxic for the cell, increasing the interest to define the structure and 

the formation of oligomers and possibly develop a treatment targeting them. 

Given the dynamical properties of such process, performing high-resolution 

experimental observations has proven difficult. Yet, in such cases it is possible to 

perform Molecular Dynamics simulations to obtain some insights. However, the 

large size and the long time scales of the aggregation process prevents the 

application of common MD methodologies. To this aim, my PhD project is to 

develop a novel method to simulate the entire process of amyloidosis allowing the 

characterization of both structure and dynamics of oligomers and the consequent 

amyloid fibrils formation. The method is based on multiple Structure-Based 
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Models and thus called multi-eGO. I was able to perform concentration 

dependent MD simulations describing the aggregation kinetics of thousands of 

monomers at atomic resolution. I carried out the initial development of multi-

eGO using an amyloidogenic peptide from Transthyretin, a protein involved in 

cardiac amyloidosis. The simulated kinetics and the structural features of the 

resulting fibrils are in qualitative agreement with in vitro experiments. Starting 

from monomers, multi-eGO simulations were able to describe the formation of 

primary nuclei from lower-order oligomers following their growth and the 

subsequent secondary nucleation events, until the maturation of the fibril is 

achieved. After the Transthyretin peptide, I have been improving multi-eGO to 

simulate the aggregation of full-length proteins with the possibility to perform 

drug discovery, study protein folding processes and, the assembly of protein 

complexes. 

 



1.   Introduction 

“Dai, dai, dai.” 

René Ferretti 
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The foundation of this project lays on the concept of protein folding. Proteins 

can perform their functions when properly folded, while several diseases derive 

because of misfolding. Among those, amyloidoses are one of the most 

representative as they cause Alzheimer’s Diseases (AD) and Parkinson’s Disease 

(PD). The current knowledge regarding protein folding allowed the development 

of the simplified computational model applied in this thesis. 

1. Protein aggregation and amyloids  

As defined by the symposium held in 2020 by the International Society of 

Amyloidosis4; an amyloid is “a sub-microscopic fibrillary structure of a substance 

that histologically appeared amorphous”. Its structure consists of “a generic cross-

β structure of amyloid fibrils of different origin […] derived from non-fibrillar 

precursors”. The same symposium also provided the definition of amyloid fibril 

as “the basic structure of all amyloids […] are built up by twisted protofilaments. 

An amyloid protofilament is a stack of protein layers in β-sheet structure, which 

when twisted about identical stacks, forms an amyloid fibril”. These definitions 

are the result of observations that began in 16395 up to the present day, where 

approximately 50 proteins are defined as an etiologic agent in amyloidosis4–7. 
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Although it is known the role of protein folding in aggregation, the detailed 

process by which proteins fails to achieve their native conformation and 

consequently aggregate, remains elusive8,9. The process of amyloid accumulation 

is slow and the incidence of developing amyloidoses increases with aging10. 

Specifically, more than 10 proteins are associated with age-related amyloid 

deposition such as amyloid-β protein (Aβ) and tau in AD11,12, α-synuclein in 

Parkinson’s Disease (PD)13,14, transthyretin15,16, islet amyloid polypeptide (IAPP) 

in type 2 diabetes mellitus17 and AD18, atrial natriuretic factor (ANF)19, 

apolipoprotein AI (ApoAI)20, and epidermal growth factor-containing fibulin-

like extracellular matrix protein 1 (EFEMP1)4,21. These diseases are well known 

and have a heavy impact on the national health system of several states22. As 

example, AD is one of the leading causes of dementia with 24.4 million people 

affected with an increase of 4.6 million every year11. PD is the second most-

common neurodegenerative disorder that affects 2-3% of the population over 65 

years of age14. Indeed, other factors besides age can trigger amyloidosis besides 

aging such as genetic mutations23–25, post-translational modifications, and high 

amyloidogenic precursor proteins concentration that affect protein 

homeostasis10,26–30. Aggregated fibrils can reach such concentrations as to impair 

the tissue function31. The accumulation of amyloid fibrils can impair the organ 
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functions in diverse ways, yet it is not understood why specific proteins target 

certain organs. As example, β2m targets the joints and guts32; the V30M 

transthyretin targets peripheral nerves24; light chain fibrils can deposit 

systemically33. The organ of deposition can depend on several factors such as the 

local pH, the presence of specific proteases, the presence of fibril seeds, specific 

interactions with glycosaminoglycans or cell receptors28,34,35. The deposition of 

insoluble proteins affects the tissue mechanically changing its architecture and 

preventing the physiological function28,31. The exchange of nutrients between 

tissues and blood stream can be reduced28,31. The accumulation of proteins can 

interact with membranes of mitochondria, lysosomes, endoplasmic reticulum 

(ER) and plasma membrane5,36–38. Hence, destruction of cell membrane, 

interactions with receptors and the formation of toxic ion channels28,33,39. The 

presence of high number of fibrils can trigger an inflammatory response which 

can further deteriorate the tissue, as in Alzheimer’s disease11,28. Additionally, the 

presence of fibrils reduces proteasomal degradation5,26,40, impair autophagy and 

mitochondrial function5,41,42, produce reactive oxygen species (ROS)43. In vitro 

amyloids display cytotoxicity5,36,44. The amyloid structure is considered 

thermodynamically more stable than the native state7. However, the formation of 

fibrils requires a remarkably high protein concentration which proteins hardly 
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reach in vivo7. Moreover, the critical concentration required for amyloid 

formation is inversely proportional to the length of the protein sequence. 

Therefore, it is possible to theorize that biology has evolved to use proteins of at 

least 300-500 amino acid residues that reduce the probability of amyloid 

formation7,45,46. More precisely, the free energy barrier involved in the 

rearrangement of sequences of such length from native to amyloid is kinetically 

less favorable7. Moreover, during evolution proteins were selected to keep the 

aggregation prone sequences within their globular core7,47–49 and promote 

alternate hydrophilic and hydrophobic sequences50–52. As further described below, 

as protein aggregation is the result of misfolding, several cell mechanisms evolved 

to prevent or correct such process. Such mechanisms involve molecular 

chaperones, the degradation processes to keep protein homeostasis and 

autophagy; and their impairment results in protein aggregation5,7,53–55. In this 

process, it has been observed the formation of cytotoxic oligomeric species prior 

to the amyloid deposition5,36,56–65. Oligomers can be defined as a variety of small 

soluble aggregates66 and their toxicity can be related to the exposure of 

hydrophobic residues5,67. As further explained below, oligomers can include 

protofilaments which are considered the initial aggregate leading to the formation 

of fibrils68. It is important to mention that there are observations of organs 
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continuing to function despite the high number of fibrils5,31,69. This paradox, 

suggest that amyloid fibrils could have a protective role against the cytotoxic 

oligomers observed at the initial stages of aggregation6,8,31.  

It is worth mentioning that proteins able to assemble in amyloids can be part of 

functional and physiological pathways70. An amyloid fibril can be used to store 

proteins in a stable and insoluble state. The study of the functional roles of 

protein aggregation is emerging, paving the way to interesting applications. 

Functional amyloids can be found in a broad range of living organisms from 

bacteria to mammals suggesting a fundamental role in biology. Based on their 

properties, functional amyloids can be classified as: chemical storage, structure, 

information, loss-of-function, and signaling gain-of-function. An example of the 

first group could be represented by hormones71 storage inside granules or yeast 

pyruvate kinase Cdc19. This can be related to membraneless granules as phase-

separated agglomerate of amyloids. Curli72 proteins have evolved as a structural 

amyloid in bacteria biofilm which could be exploited as a target for a new 

generation of antibiotics. Amyloids can handle memory73 as information carrier. 

Cdc19 can be classified as a loss-of-function amyloid as it aggregates when not 
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useful to the cell74. Finally, an example of gain-of-function can be represented by 

RIP1/RIP3 which aggregation causes apoptosis cell signaling70,75. 

Structural biology of amyloids 

Amyloid deposits in insoluble fibrils of about 10 nm diameter31 providing a very 

peculiar X-ray diffraction pattern defined as cross-β8,76–78. The motif is 

characteristic of amyloids, and it is formed regardless the native fold of the 

protein, including the intrinsically disordered one and the rich in α-helices ones8. 

The cross-β structure is characterized by a continuous array of hydrogen bonds 

which provides a great strength and stability7,77,79. Fibrils can be either extracted 

from tissues or produced in laboratory. In such way, it is possible to ease the study 

and the descriptions of amyloid proteins and their related disease8,80. Typically, 

experimental techniques employed to study the structure of protein aggregates 

provide a low-resolution data, thus other methods must be complemented68.  

One of the most used techniques is the UV-visible absorbance or fluorescence68,81. 

Three dies are mostly used to bind amyloid aggregates: Congo red (CR), 

thioflavin T (ThT) and 1-anilino-8-naphthalene sulfonate (ANS)82,83. 

Conformation specific antibodies (Abs) can be used as another low-resolution 
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technique. Abs can detect the presence of aggregates and their location84,85. 

Protease digestion can provide indications about the compactness of the aggregate 

structure86,87. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and electron microscopy (EM) can 

allow the visualization of macroscopic properties such as length, width, rigidity, 

and the degree of branching. AFM, transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and 

cryo-transmission electron microscopy (cryo-EM) shows that fibrils are 

composed of individual protofilaments, and different precursor proteins may lead 

to different number of protofilaments8,88,89. At the microscope, the fibril thickness 

is about 10 nm31. Also, AFM allows the visualization of the fibril growth as an 

additive elongation at the ends90. Fibrils measured using solid-state NMR 

(ssNMR) and X-ray crystallography shows the cross-β architecture as a result of 

backbone hydrogen bonding, which is accessible to all polypeptide chains 

resulting in extended β-sheets7. Also, pairs of β-sheets are interlocked by their 

amino acid sidechains8 and defined steric zipper7,91.  

Such motif is not common in proteins as the steric zipper usually does not occur 

in two copies of the same sequence as in amyloids77. The atomistic details of fibrils 

also illustrate the main factors of their stability: hydrophobic effect; van der Waals 

stabilization, mutual polarization of the hydrogen-bonding groups of the 
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backbone and sidechains (polar zippers); and stacking interactions of the 

sidechains8,77,91,92. As suggested by the AFM elongation measures, the fibrils 3D 

structure is composed of thousands of copies of a protein or peptide8. Nowadays, 

due to the optimization of Cryo-EM protocols and hardware, several atomistic 

descriptions of amyloid fibrils are being published88,89,93–105. The comparison 

between the different fibrils proves the variety of polymorphism, which depends 

on the aggregating protein8, and also on the aggregating conditions80,99  and such 

polymorphism includes structural breaks within the fibrils99. Overall, it is clear 

that fibrils from the same precursor protein can aggregate in different structures 

involved in different diseases103–105, different seeding characteristics106, different 

rates of spread107 and distinct pattern of neuropathology77,108,109. A common 

feature is a left-handed protofilament twist of the protofilament, although right-

handed and straight fibrils were observed8. Such twist is attributed to the chirality 

of the L-amino acid residues and intrinsically related to the fibril topology8. The 

twist may change within the same fibril, different fibrils in the same sample and 

it is influenced by the aggregating condition used to produce the fibrils.  
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Aggregation kinetics 

In addition to microscopy, aggregation kinetics are among the first measurements 

to be made when studying a new aggregating molecule. Several methods can be 

employed to measure aggregation kinetics such as circular dichroism spectroscopy 

(CD), NMR spectroscopy, infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), fluorescent 

spectroscopy, and scattering methods (using X-rays). In this project, wet lab 

kinetic measurements were based on fluorescent spectroscopy using Thioflavin T 

as dye. Usually, a sigmoidal kinetics is obtained by measuring the aggregate 

amount over time. Three distinct phases can be distinguished: the lag phase, 

growth phase, and final plateau7,8,81. The duration of the lag phase is called lag 

time (tlag). The end of tlag is generally defined as the point when the signal starts 

to increase. Different analytical definitions could refer to the signal increase and, 

in this thesis, we defined tlag as the intercept of the pre-transition base line and 

the maximum derivative of the growth phase81. Another common parameter to 

study protein aggregation is the half time (t1/2) as the time point related to the 

50% signal. Many microscopic events occur throughout the aggregation process, 

and that the pattern of kinetics is a result of the predominant flow at that given 

time. 
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The most represented species during the entire process can be either monomers 

in the lag phase or fibrils once reached the plateau. Instead, the concentration of 

other small aggregates and oligomers remains low throughout the entire 

aggregation process110. During lag phase many microscopic processes occur and 

continue throughout the aggregation. At first there is the formation of small 

oligomers composed of a few molecules. Such oligomers display a low elongation 

or growth, suggesting a different structure compared to the amyloid one. 

Therefore, it is possible to define a primary nucleus as an oligomer with a stable 

conformation and because of that, able to elongate faster than an unstructured 

oligomer. It has also been demonstrated that oligomers often revert to the 

monomeric state, supporting the hypothesis that the energy barrier required to 

change from oligomer to primary nucleus is very large110. The energy barrier 

reduces based on the concentration increase110,111 and once formed, the primary 

nucleus can be seen as an energetically favorable transition state onto which 

monomers can attach leading to amyloid formation7,29,81. During the lag phase 

millions of primary nuclei are constantly formed as the number of monomers is 

extremely high until the start of the growth phase. The sigmoidal behavior of 

aggregation kinetics suggests nucleation as the rate limiting step, further proven 

by the addition of amyloid seeds triggering the aggregation without the lag 
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phase68,112. The process of elongation can be described as the step where 

monomers attach to the ends of a nuclei or a fibril. The monomer interaction 

matches the cross-β conformation of molecules already present in the fibril 

functioning as a template7,113,114. Thus, the fibrils growth is triggered immediately 

after the first nucleation event or by templating or seeding from existing 

aggregates81,115,116. It has been hypothesized that fibrils have a catalytic surface8 

which can further trigger the formation of nuclei29,111,117,118. Therefore, secondary 

nucleation can overcome the primary nucleation after a certain concentration of 

fibrils is formed. Molecular details about the catalytic surface of a fibril are yet to 

be characterized. 

As mentioned above, such processes occur throughout the entire aggregation 

process, and it also possible to claim that secondary nucleation overcome the 

primary one during the lag phase strongly affecting its duration. The difficulties 

of measuring of low concentration fibril, could mistakenly lead to the assumption 

that primary nucleation is the main driving force of the lag phase, but fibrils are 

already present triggering the secondary nucleation. Also, fibrils can break leading 

to the fragmentation process which raises the number of free ends for monomer 

to attach81,111,119,120. Together those events triggered by fibrils exponentially 
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increment the aggregation rate, thus defining a very steep growth phase. Several 

factors could change the behavior of the aggregation kinetics such as protein 

sequence changes, the presence of other molecules121,122, variations in buffer or 

experimental conditions123,124, mechanical factors like shaking125. Such variations 

could be exploited as a tool to study aggregation kinetics and small molecules 

aimed at the amelioration of amyloidoses. 

As much information can be obtained by the kinetics, an atomistic structural 

description of oligomers is still missing. As mentioned above, oligomers play a 

critical role in protein aggregation and pathogenicity. Solving their structure 

could answer to several question regarding their pathogenicity5. Nowadays single 

molecules approaches are proving to be effective compared to bulk methods to 

properly follow the formation of oligomeric species126. Different techniques can 

be valuable to study oligomerization such as: single molecule fluorescence 

detection (smFRET)110, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), single 

molecule photobleaching127 and super resolution optical imaging126. It is possible 

to detect the amount of such oligomers through the combination of different 

instruments and experiments such as size-exclusion chromatography (SEC), mass 

spectroscopy (MS) and liquid scintillation110. For some proteins, the oligomeric 
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size is determined such as hIAPP128 and β2m129 as in the latter it is also available 

a model of the hexameric oligomer of native-like monomers. However, it is 

difficult to precisely determine their structure as they are unstable, dynamic, and 

heterogeneous in mass and structure5,128,130. Another approach is based on 

photobleaching127. The latest experimental setup takes advantage of single 

molecule fluorescence and a deep neural network131, confirming the different 

hypothesis made so far: the formation of oligomers and the aggregation pathways 

are highly sensible to the environment, suggesting differences between in vitro 

and in vivo aggregation. There is a wide heterogenicity in aggregation in terms of 

number of subunits, length, elongation speed and structure of fibrils. Specifically, 

there are observed four types of aggregation of Aβ42131. 

Type I pathway can be described as the formation of oligomers of varied sizes at 

the beginning of aggregation but most of them do not become amyloid fibrils. 

Type II pathway is characterized by fibril-like oligomers which are able to 

elongate. Type III pathway requires a conformational conversion from disordered 

to cross-β structures and then elongate. Finally, Type IV can be ascribed to the 

secondary nucleation process in which oligomers interacts with the fibril surface 

into disordered oligomers.   
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2. Protein Folding and misfolding 

Proteins are probably the most versatile biopolymers as they handle almost all 

cellular functions9,132,133. Unlike any other polymers, they achieve 3D structure to 

perform their specific biological activity9,132,133. The central dogma concerning 

protein folding is that their structure depends on the sequence of amino acids77. 

However, a thorough understanding of the folding process is far from trivial. The 

complexity of protein folding is also such that there is evidence that the same 

sequence allows for alternative structures to the native one including the “amyloid 

fold”77. Small proteins below 100 amino acids long are usually folded in a single 

domain and thus folding in a two-state transition9,134,135. This is the simplest 

protein folding process starting from a completely unfolded conformation to a 

folded one without intermediates134. Because of that, it is possible to 

experimentally observe the protein folding process with NMR and to develop 

initial simplified Molecular Dynamics (MD) models136. However, two-states 

folding prevents a detailed study of the different interatomic contacts occurring 

during the folding process. Instead, proteins with more than 100 amino acids, 

corresponding to more than 90% of the proteins in a cell, have a tendency to 

collapse in water solution into compact non-native conformations, namely 
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intermediate states135,137. For small proteins it is possible to measure the structural 

intermediates which could be misfolded conformations to be reorganized to reach 

the native state137. Research on protein folding provided a massive amount of 

structural information related to several protein sequences linking different 

protein activities with a structure but also finding unstructured regions and 

intrinsically disordered proteins (IDPs)138. 

The study of protein folding started in the early ‘60s to these days and different 

theories were hypothesized trying to explain the experimental data. One early 

accepted theory is proposed by Cyrus Levinthal. He hypothesized a random 

search performed by a polypeptide chain of its native conformation139,140. 

Meaning that all the conformations are equally probable139,140. However, given 

the length of a protein, this process would have been required billions of 

years140,141 to occur which does not correspond to the experimental observation, 

as proteins folds in milliseconds to seconds. Hence, this is defined as the Levinthal 

Paradox. At the same time, Levinthal himself expanded the hypothesis including 

a pathway leading to the native state142. After that, the research continued as an 

effort to find the pathway(s) leading to the final structure observed in 

crystallography. A new model is built as a folding tunnels and energy landscapes 
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where the latter is the representation of the free energy of each conformation as a 

function of the degrees of freedom137,143. Upon initiation of folding conditions at 

the top of the highest conformational energy, the protein tends to change its 

conformation and reducing its energy reaching its native structure8,143. 

Several forces are acting on the protein during this entire process pushing the 

exploration of different conformations. Such forces can be solute enthalpy, 

solvent entropy and enthalpy, steric and charge repulsions, hydrophobic 

interactions, and solvation effects8,9,143. It is also important to include the 

contribution of chaperones during the entire folding process137. Hence, a protein 

can fold from different random conformations and follow different pathways to 

its native state, but also can be trapped in misfolded conformations6–8,27,143,144. 

Since all those forces are simultaneously applied, a stable conformation will fold 

reaching a minimal frustration among all interactions141,145. Specifically, the 

minimal frustration principle is the basis of the theoretical studies made by Gō 

and co-workers further described below146,147. Such principle describes a folded 

structure as compact and secondary and tertiary structures as not in conflict145. 

Super secondary structure accommodates both local hydrogen bonding and 

hydrophobic packing145. This principle can stand true when the folding process 
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could be interpreted in sequential and cooperative events9. First, there is the 

formation of hydrogen bonding along the backbone, favoring the formation of 

α-helices9,148,149. Subsequently, there is a hydrophobic collapse determining the 

tertiary structure of proteins where sidechains cover an important role9. Thus, the 

solvation covers a fundamental role in protein folding150–153. As mentioned earlier, 

starting from a large conformational space, the probability of folding in a specific 

native state is very low. But the initial folding process narrows the probability of 

several conformations, hence increasing the chances to fold into the native 

conformation. 6,154Mutagenesis experiments has proven the fold is maintained as 

long as the hydrophobic core is maintained9,154,155. 

Multiple folding pathways are possible and some of them do not directly end in 

the final native state or lead to topological traps144,156–158. As different alternative 

conformations can be reached during the protein folding process77,137, or caused 

by pathological conditions; cells have different mechanisms to prevent misfolded 

molecules40,65,159–161. An example could be the ability of proteins to fold rapidly in 

a very ordered manner starting from secondary to tertiary structures. As an 

enhanced folding velocity allows cells to gain biological activity quickly, probably 

it also reduces the chances of getting stuck in misfolded conformations as less 
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competing molecular contacts can occur27. Supporting this hypothesis, secondary 

structure interactions like α-helices are formed as soon as the protein is expressed 

in vivo preventing misfolded conformations162,163. A second example could be the 

cell environment as being regulated to enhance the efficacy of protein folding and 

discouraging any off-pathway conformations. Changes of the cell environment 

could be related to pH, oxidation, limited proteolysis, metal ions and 

osmolytes27,28. One must remember that folding in vitro occurs in diluted 

fractions of protein and in vivo proteins are surrounded by a crowded 

environment of other macromolecules137. Additionally, during the translation 

process, protein chains are sequentially synthetized, thus long-range interactions 

between residues far in sequence does not occur. Considering the exposure of 

hydrophobic residues during translation, there is a high chance of aggregation 

sensitive interactions which must be addressed. To this aim, chaperones were 

evolved with the specific task of helping proteins to fold in their native 

conformation by optimizing the folding efficiency160,164. Specifically, chaperones 

are involved in de novo folding, refolding of stress-denatured proteins, oligomeric 

assembly, intracellular protein transport and assistance in proteolytic degradation. 

Finally, when a protein has failed to properly fold, cells have a quality control 
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system labelling misfolded proteins to degradation, removing dangerous mutants 

and conformational intermediates27,28,165.  

When those control systems fail, proteins can be trapped in misfolded 

conformations137,143 exposing hydrophobic residues to the solvent8. Thus, non-

native hydrophobic interactions will occur with other misfolded proteins instead 

of occurring in the protein core. Such uncontrolled and pathological interactions 

can cause aggregate and insoluble structures including the amyloid fibrils. An 

unstable conformation is required to cause protein aggregation. But not all 

misfolded proteins form fibrils as other factors may be involved. These include 

the role of charged residues providing a repulsive force preventing the 

aggregation; thus, neutral protein fragments are more aggregation prone27,166,167. 

As a misfolded conformation exposes residues that in the native conformation are 

in the core, a protease can target such residues. The resulting cleavage releases 

shorter protein fragments which are more likely to aggregate and further targeted 

by other classes of proteases63,168–171. 
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3. Computational solutions 

Considering the difficulties in measuring the entire protein aggregation process 

at atomistic resolution, Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations can naturally 

complement the current experimental approaches. The first bottleneck in 

applying MD simulations to protein aggregation is the size of the system and the 

kinetics timescales. Ideally, one would simulate thousands of protein molecules, 

atomistical represented, including water and ions molecules. Nowadays, one of 

the biggest systems ever simulated is a detailed aerosol composed of a single 

SARS-CoV2 virus in a water droplet, containing 1,016,813,441 atoms for only 

2.42 ns172. Despite the great advances in computational power and the 

standardization of MD simulations, a suitable system for protein aggregation is 

not yet feasible for the hardware available. One reason is the different timescales 

covered by experiments and simulations, as the first can span from seconds to 

months and the second can reach the microseconds order173,174. An estimation has 

been proposed, to simulate the addition of one molecule of Aβ42 to a fibril tip 

requires a system containing roughly 60000 atoms and 5 seconds simulation, 

which is not possible without enhanced sampling, umbrella sampling or 

metadynamics173–175. Those methods require a priori knowledge to bias the 
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simulation which are not available when studying oligomers formation. 

Nevertheless, some proteins were characterized such as Alzheimer’s Aβ peptide176–

184, α-Synuclein185–193, amyloid precursor protein (APP)194,195; and other proteins 

by simulating monomers, dimers, and oligomers196. 

Despite the difficulties in building large systems diverse types of MD were 

employed, from atomistic models of a few molecules in explicit water, to Coarse 

Grain (CG) simulations describing several molecules at low resolution and 

implicit water. Specifically on simulating protein aggregation, one must decide 

either to simulate a small number of molecules and atomistically describe their 

interactions or to simulate several molecules at low resolution and try to match 

macroscopic observations.  

Beside the computational demand required by an atomistic MD simulation of 

protein aggregation, two additional problems were recently highlighted173. The 

first one is the inaccuracy of the current force-fields to represent IDPs, and 

protein-protein interactions as they were developed to simulate single folded 

proteins. As the interest for both IDPs and multi-protein is increasing, different 

force-field upgrades were proposed improving the description of folded proteins, 

disordered proteins, fast-folding proteins, and multidomain proteins197–200. 
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Although the monomeric must be as accurate as possible, the aggregation process 

must be covered by force-fields. Recently, the top 10 most used force-fields were 

tested and none of them has proven to be suitable for protein aggregation173. The 

second issue regarding an atomistic simulation of protein aggregation is the 

protein concentration. A system containing a few molecules at low concentration 

requires a large amount of water reducing the simulation timescale. Thus, highly 

concentrated system is usually simulated, reducing the time between diffusion-

controlled protein encounters and consequently proteins are not able to undergo 

a coil-to-β transition.  

CG models are developed to capture the essential atomistic details with simplified 

interactions and geometries and reproduce macroscopic experimental properties 

under different condition201,202. The advantages of a simplified model are an 

increased efficiency, faster dynamics, and larger time steps, at the expense of 

resolution201,202. Different CG models can be build based on the macroscopic 

property to reproduce including protein folding and aggregation203, lipid 

membranes204,205, polymers206, and soft matter systems207. In general, a CG model 

compared to a MD force-field has less degrees of freedom or simplified 

descriptions. Specifically, the Hamiltonian defining a system can have less 
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parameters (such as the electrostatic) and the protein chain description can be 

reduced to beads ranging from 1 bead per amino acid to 1 bead per atom (in this 

case is fully atomistic). An important example could be a lattice model developed 

to study protein folding. By representing the protein chain in a lattice model one 

can distinguish to type of interactions: hydrophobic (H) and polar (P). H 

sidechains can weakly interact with each other, and the native fold maximize such 

interactions based on the HP sequence. Namely, P interactions tends to interact 

most with the solvent and determining the maximum collapse of HH contacts. 

Two of the most popular CG force-field are Martini208 and SIRAH209 both 

reducing the description of molecules at different resolutions. The first is 

developed to parametrize proteins together with lipids and membranes210. The 

force-field is parametrized by five interactions sites: polar, nonpolar, apolar, 

charged, and water. Every interaction site is mapped to the molecule by beads 

which can be of three sizes: regular, small, and tiny. The interaction between each 

bead is parametrized based an interaction matrix208,210. SIRAH was developed to 

simulate CG models of protein and DNA with a focus on the solvation effect and 

long range electrostatics211,212. It is a physical-based force-field with six-terms 

Hamiltonian and each amino acid is represented by CG beads of different size 

corresponding to the Van der Walls (VdW) radii209,212. Other CG models are 
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UNRES213, OPEP214, PRIMO215, MS-CG216 and REM217. Considering the effort 

used in a CG model to represent macroscopic features, CGnet is emerging as it 

is developed using a machine learning approach218. Specifically, CGnet is trained 

to maintain all physically relevant invariances and to use a priori knowledge218. 

Among those, protein aggregation was simulated in different CG parametrization 

such as the aforementioned HP models219, tube models220, lattice models221,222 and 

minimalistic models223,224. Different proteins were studied using a CG model 

including Aβ42225, along with a fibril seed226; and α-synuclein193,227. 

Structure Based Models 

One additional CG model is the structure-based (SB) model or Gō Model. The 

first approach was developed by Gō, Taketomi, and Ueda as a lattice model to 

study protein folding147. A lattice model can be represented as a 2D grid where 

each bead is connected by a bond making a linear representation of a protein228. 

Beads that are separated by the unit length and not connected by a bond have a 

non-local interaction and applying a Metropolis Monte Carlo is possible to 

simulate the folding process of the protein147,229. So, it is concluded that the 

specific long-range interactions are essential for highly cooperative stabilization 
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of the native conformation and short-range interactions accelerate the folding and 

unfolding transitions228. 

Other lattice models are developed after the Gō model where contact energies are 

not biased based on the knowledge of the protein structure but on the 

sequence151,229,230. Such bias is defined according to the consistency theory based 

on the observation of the first protein crystal structures229 and anticipating the 

aforementioned protein folding process and the energy landscape 

perspective229,231. Proteins achieve their folding with optimal local interactions 

defining the secondary structure and non-local interactions defining the tertiary 

structure, both possible as result of evolutionary selection applied on the amino 

acid sequences229. Following this theory, it is possible to define that optimal local 

and non-local contacts define a minimal frustrated structure, defined minimal 

frustration principle141,145. The latter can be implemented in a Gō Model to 

perform protein folding simulations in a simplified model229. Such 

implementation can be defined as attractive interactions between amino acids 

close in space based on the reference native state, usually obtained from a crystal 

structure. As consequence, assuming the conformational energy minimum is 

populated by native conformation as the less frustrated one, and the Gō Model 
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an implementation of the latter; the crystal state defines the minimum energy 

configuration in a SB simulation. The advantages are typical of a CG model 

dramatically decreasing the computational cost of simulating large systems for 

long timescales. Those advantages allow the study of protein folding pathways of 

homolog proteins229,232–235, large conformational changes2,236,237, metamorphic 

proteins2,3, the folding upon binding of disordered proteins with different 

partners238,239, and nowadays a similar case can be represented by protein 

aggregation. 
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4. Multi-eGO as a novel tool 

As mentioned above, a CG model can be simplified by reducing the Hamiltonian 

or the atomistic representation. In this thesis both approaches are applied. 

Considering the conformational energy minimum in a Gō model and that both 

the native state and the aggregate state are two energy minima, we followed the 

previous work of multiple-basin SB models236 and metamorphic proteins1,3. 

During the PhD I developed multi-eGO, a hybrid SB model that includes 

nonbonded interactions derived from both the dynamics of the native state of the 

protein in solution and the structure of the amyloid fibril. As multiple structures 

are included in a single SB model, we implemented and optimized transferable 

bonded and all-atom interactions to remove any dependencies from the initial 

conformations2. In this thesis I show that multi-eGO can be used to follow the 

aggregation of thousands of molecules as a function of their initial concentration 

and directly compared to experimental macroscopic measurements. 

 



2.    Results and Discussion 

“Perché un’altra televisione diversa, è (im)possibile!” 

René Ferretti 
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In this chapter are described the development and issues of the early multi-eGO 

development followed by a first published version of the method. Following the 

previous studies on metamorphic proteins1–3 we build the system as a CG model 

to minimize the number of simulated atoms. As a reference protein we chose the 

Transthyretin 105-115 amyloidogenic peptide (TTR105-115)240,241. 

The promising results obtained with TTR led me to apply multi-eGO to Aβ42. 

However, the transition from a small peptide to a full-length IDP protein showed 

the inability of multi-eGO to properly simulate a single Aβ42 molecule. To 

improve the reliability of multi-eGO, we added a prior simulation, referred as 

random coil, during the parametrization of the LJ potential. This improvement, 

together with the optimization of the local geometry, allowed me to simulate a 

proper Aβ42 monomer and an initial aggregation using 1000 molecules. These 

results let me to visit the Department of Chemistry of the University of 

Cambridge for three months as a period abroad, hosted by prof. Michele 

Vendruscolo. During this time, I further developed multi-eGO by the addition 

of a small molecule. Despite the ligand parametrization must be optimized, I have 

demonstrated the possibility to simulate protein aggregation with small molecule 

and possibly pave the way to a potential drug discovery branch of multi-eGO. 
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Transthyretin 

Transthyretin (TTR) has been known for a long time as the first experiments of 

thyroxine binding were conducted in 1952242. In 1969 it was found a second 

interaction with the retinol-binding protein (RBP)243 and retinol (Vitamin A)244 

as it is involved in the transport of both retinol and thyroid hormone in plasma245. 

Recently, it has been associated to TTR a neuroprotective role245. Also, the 

diseases associated with TTR have been known for a long time as “A peculiar 

form of peripheral neuropathy” has been observed in 1939246 and published in 

1952. Soon after, the disease was referred as hereditary/familial amyloid 

polyneuropathy (FAP) and found to be endemic in northern Portugal246, Japan247 

and Sweden248 and reported in several world areas64. FAP is caused by the V30M 

mutation of TTR64,249 (ATTRV30M) in endemic regions and it is the most 

common identified variant worldwide24,25. Later, up to 130 dominantly inherited 

mutations causing ATTR amyloidosis (ATTRv, v for variant4) were found64,250,251. 

Those mutations could be involved in the destabilization of the native structure 

of TTR, disrupting the tetrameric assembly and leading to aggregation252–254. 

ATTR amyloidoses can be classified in two different classes depending on 

whether the protein is wild-type (ATTRwt) or with mutations (ATTRv)64. 

ATTRwt causes the senile systemic amyloidosis (SSA)30, an age-related disease 
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where amyloid deposition occurs in tissues with high mechanical stress255. Among 

those, the heart muscle is commonly affected, and the presence of amyloids cause 

cardiomegaly and death due to the organ failure30,256,257. ATTRv amyloidosis is a 

hereditary, autosomal dominant, and adult-onset systemic disease and thus they 

can be referred to the aforementioned FAP64. ATTRv aggregates deposit and 

accumulate mainly in peripheral nerves and heart but also in eyes, kidneys and 

systemically. In general, the clinical presentation is diverse, but overall ATTRv 

leads to system failure16,24,25,64. Until 2011 the only treatment for hereditary 

ATTRv was liver transplant with different survival rates depending on the type 

of mutations258–260. Nowadays there are two additional approaches to treat 

ATTRv24,25,64,245: the first method is the reduction of the amount of TTR 

produced through target gene silencing261,262; the second through the stabilization 

of the TTR protein preventing the aggregation244,263,264 by small-molecules265–267.  

The structural knowledge of the TTR protein has a significant role in the 

development of new treatments. The first X-ray structure has been characterized 

in 1978268 describing a homotetrameric protein of 55 kDa and composed of 127 

amino acids. Specifically, the tetramer is the formation of dimers of dimers. The 

structure is determined by eight β-strands arranged in two antiparallel β-sheets 
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and one short α-helix268. The two dimers are assembled around the central 

channel of the protein determining two hydrophobic pockets were two thyroxine 

(T4) molecules binds240 whilst two RBP bind on the external surface of TTR269–

272. It is noteworthy that RBP bound to retinol stabilizes the TTR tetramer244 and 

the stabilization of TTR is used as a strategy to ameliorate the related illnesses273. 

In 1987 two distinct types of ATTR fibrils were found from FAP and SAP 

patients274. The two fibrils were defined as type A, consists in C-terminal ATTR 

fragments and full-length ATTR (FL-ATTR); while Type B consists only in FL-

ATTR275–277. Both fibril types are conserved in all organs and do not change over 

time. Those findings suggest the presence of at least two aggregation mechanisms. 

Fibrils containing C-terminal fragments are found mostly in ATTRwt fibrils and 

in the majority of ATTRv. While Type B fibrils are mostly composed of 

ATTRV30M and ATTRT114C. 

To structurally validate the two ATTR fibrils type, early experiments of ATTR 

fibril formation in vitro were done in 1991 using both the FL-ATTR and 

different derived fragments278. The first low resolution description of the 

ATTRV30M fibril was made in 1995279 using transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM). Fibrils displayed four protofilaments, a hollow fibril core, and a square-
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like cross-section. Soon after, in 1996 and 1997 it was measured the X-ray 

diffraction confirming the cross-β structure and four left-hand twisted cross-β-

sheets76,78. Nowadays, there are three high-resolution structures of ATTR. The 

first one describes a small fragment derived from the G strand of TTR89; the 

second one using an in vitro fibril obtained from the FL protein280; and finally, 

the Cryo-EM structure derived from brain tissue of a patient100.  

As TTR has being studied for a long time, it is one of the reference models 

employed to study protein aggregation. The molecular mechanism of TTR 

aggregation is yet to be elucidated. However, two mechanisms were hypothesized: 

Figure 1 – Structure of the full-length Transthyretin protein. On the left the tetramer complex
(PDB 4TLT)167, on the right the Cryo-EM amyloid structure obtained from a patient with 
hereditary V30M amyloidosis100. The G strand corresponding to the TTR105-115 fragment is 
colored in red. 
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the first one is based on tetramer dissociation as the rate-limiting step281; the 

second one involves a cleavage process of the CD loop, accelerating the tetramer 

dissociation63,276,282. 

The first mechanism can be explained as mutations in TTR affect its stability 

resulting in dissociation of the tetramer into unfolded monomers and dimers, 

promoting the formation of insoluble intracellular and potentially toxic 

aggregates61,283–285. The broad plethora of destabilizing mutations can lead to 

different structural deformation pathways281. Thus, it could explain the different 

tropism for specific organs, the age at onset and other disparities in the prognosis 

of the disease281. An unstable TTR protein can form dimer intermediates prone 

to further aggregation286,287. During aggregation, the formation of oligomers of 

distinct size has been observed56,61,285,287. Also, it has been observed that 

nonfibrillar TTR can deposit before amyloid fibril formation15. Eventually, those 

oligomers can form protofibrils and fibrils15,257. 

As type A fibrils contains C-terminal TTR fragments in vivo171,257,275–277,288; the 

second mechanism is supported by the observation of a proteolytic cleavage can 

accelerate the formation of cytotoxic oligomers and consequently protein 

aggregation 63,168,169,171. Plasmin and trypsin could be the proteases involved in 
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TTR cleavage between residues 48-49168. The resulting aggregates of the C-

terminal does not show significant differences from the full-length one, 

suggesting that the cleavage destabilize the tetrameric structure and accelerates 

the oligomer formation rather than defining a distinct second aggregation 

mechanism63. 

Being TTR one of the reference models in protein aggregation, studies led to the 

characterization of the aggregation propensity of different TTR segments167,278,289. 

Specifically, the fragment we employed in this PhD project is the TTR105-115 

fragment, corresponding to the aforementioned G β-strand of the FL-TTR. This 

peptide was among the first to be characterized in 1991278 where the aggregation 

was described at neutral pH. Following this study, NMR analysis of the TTR105-

115 fragment highlighted the dominant random-coil structure with sporadic turn 

or helical elements289. Also, there is no propensity in forming β-strands in 

solution. It is noteworthy that this study highlights an absence of water solubility 

and the necessary use of acetonitrile/water solution289. As mentioned earlier in the 

paragraph, the TTR105-115 fibril was characterized using solid state NMR 

(ssNMR)89 and Cryo-EM and used as a reference in the current PhD project. 
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Three models of this fibril were proposed, as a doublet, triplet, and quadruplet of 

protofilaments. The arrangement of the cross-β sheets is antiparallel. 

Aβ42 

Aβ is key to the pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease together with tau290. AD is 

the main cause of dementia22,290,291 and an age-related disease292. Aβ peptide was 

first identified in 1984 as constituent of meningovascular amyloid and 

subsequently in amyloid neuritic plaques293. The pathobiology is complex and 

heterogeneous with two types of amyloid depositions as primary etiological agent: 

the extracellular one composed of Aβ molecules, and the neurofibrillary tangles 

(NFTs) composed of tau290. Tau deposits prevents cell to receive nutrients and 

other essential molecules inside the neuron and Aβ blocks synapses292. Aβ is 

derived from its precursor protein APP as a result of different sequential 

proteolytic cleavage by the γ-secretase complex96,294,295. Such complex can target 

different protein site resulting in different sizes of Aβ where the 40 and 42 

residues long are the most represented (Aβ40 and Aβ42 respectively). Aβ 

fragments are produced mainly in endosomes and released from neurons based 

on synaptic activity296,297. Moreover, APP mutations can increase the ratio of 

Aβ42 to Aβ40298, the overall concentration of Aβ42299 and the consequent 
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assembly into filaments300. Such deposits in the brain can impair the physiological 

activity of neurons, including glucose metabolism, and impair the brain 

circuitries301. Aβ deposition can be detected up to 22 years before the symptom’s 

onset302. Once the Aβ fibrils accumulates in the extracellular environment, there 

is a subsequent intracellular tau deposition following the AD onset303,304. Indeed, 

other factors are reported to participate to Aβ deposition and thus involved in 

AD development, including the e4 gene variant of apolipoprotein E 

(APOE)290,305–308. Amyloid deposits result in chronic inflammation activated by 

the microglia and the consequent atrophy301 compromising the normal brain 

functions. The brain initially compensates the nerve cells damage until the latter 

is too severe, starting the cognitive decline292. Additionally, to the cognitive 

decline, different symptoms are consequent to the broad brain damage290, 

memory loss, confusion as to time or place, basic body functions such as 

swallowing, and a set of behavioral symptoms. The latter can be depression, 

personality changes, and loss of interest in activities the patients used to 

enjoy292,301. Together, the development of these symptoms allows the 

classification of AD onset in three different stages: pre-clinical, mild cognitive 

impairment, and dementia due to AD309,310. Among the newest discoveries on the 

onset of AD, the role of Aβ against infections is being revived290. The first study 
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in 1991 demonstrated the presence of herpesvirus in brains of patients with AD, 

as well as within the amyloid plaques311–314. Recently a molecular network analysis 

shed light on the putative roles of viral-host interactions involving the innate 

immunity and APP processing315. Subsequently to a viral infection it is observed 

an increase of Aβ deposition316. This correlates with the presumed role of Aβ as 

an antimicrobial peptide against bacteria, fungus, and herpesvirus317–320. Thus, it 

is possible to hypothesize Aβ aggregation as an antimicrobial defense 

mechanism321. Additionally, it is observed that HSV-1 viral particles can catalyze 

Aβ42 aggregation in vitro322. Another related role of Aβ with the innate 

immunity is the interaction with the gut microbiome and AD pathogenesis290. 

The gut-brain axis links gut microbiome with the innate immune system of the 

central nervous system (CNS) and may modulate AD pathogenesis290. Difference 

abundance and diversity of microbial species is found between AD patients and 

control323,324. 

Currently, four FDA-approved medications are available to treat cognitive 

impairment and dysfunction to treat symptomatic AD290. Despite the effort by 

the pharmaceutical industry, today there is no treatment available to effectively 

modify AD onset325. Instead, there are symptomatic treatments acting on 
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cholinesterase inhibitors, NMDA receptor modulator290. Clearly, a need of a new 

strategy for drug development in AD is emerging. Also, there one must consider 

that phase 3 trials intervened on patients with symptomatic AD, meaning that 

the amyloid deposition in the brain started 15-20 years before the trials302,326. 

Considering the onset of clinical symptoms is due to irreversible synaptic and 

neural loss, the ability of a drug to reverse the effect is unlikely327. Crucial clinical 

interventions should be applied in the preclinical phase of AD to prevent 

irreversible brain damage290. Additionally, one must remember that there are 

other factors besides aggregation that can lead to AD and can be targets for 

therapeutic intervention290. Considering the broad diffusion of AD, several new 

drugs are under trials. At the beginning of 2022 there were 143 agents in 172 

clinical trials for AD, as the majority designed to be disease-modifing328. It is 

important to mention the anti-amyloid monoclonal antibody aducanumab, 

considered the first disease-modifying therapy to be approved for AD released in 

the market in 2021329. Two more monoclonal antibodies are under review by the 

FDA330–332. 

Both Aβ40 and Aβ42 are intrinsically disordered, thus the characterization of the 

native conformation ensemble is determined by NMR in presence of 
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disaggregation agents. Overall, the NMR data shows the lack of secondary or 

tertiary structures. Thus, the conformation of Aβ peptides is largely random, with 

an extended chain structures and turns or bend-like structures at residues Asp7-

Glu11 and Phe20-Ser26333. As IDPs lack of a stable native conformation, are 

described in terms of structural ensembles and free energy landscapes. MD is a 

particularly useful tool to describe such ensembles including the Aβ42 ones which 

have been recently published along with kinetic ensembles describing the 

transition between each transient structure183. Such ensembles allowed to 

simulate the interaction of a small molecule and potentially explain the protective 

role against aggregation184. 

Three major types of Aβ inclusions can be found in the brain of AD patients: 

diffuse and focal deposits in the parenchyma and vascular deposits. Diffuse 

deposits are characterized by lightly packed Aβ filaments. Focal deposits are in 

the form of dense core plaques of tightly packet filaments surrounded by loosely 

packet filaments. When the disease further reaches an advanced state, both diffuse 

and focal Aβ deposits are systemically spread. Amyloid fibrils in neuritic plaques 

are 8 nm in diameter with different putative oligomers surrounding the fibril334. 

The structure of a synthetically derived Aβ42 is characterized by Cryo-EM 
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displaying a diameter of 7 nm long with two twisted protofilaments consisting of 

Aβ42 monomers in an “LS” shape335. Cryo-EM structures of Aβ40 and Aβ42 

aggregates from patients are available96,336. Interestingly, the fibrils are 

polymorphic and different compared to the one formed in vitro and the 

protofilament are similar336. In a first set of Cryo-EM fibrils, different peptides 

are found including Aβ40, Aβ38, Aβ(2-40), Aβ37, Aβ36, and Aβ39. Such data 

suggest that chain length variations are the most abundant modifications. 

Specifically, three morphologies were modelled. The first one is relatively 

abundant with a diameter of 7.4 nm and a crossover of 41.5 nm and contains 

Aβ40 molecules. Morphology II is characterized by a diameter of 12.3 nm and a 

crossover of 129 nm. Morphology III structure displays a diameter of 17.9 nm 

and a crossover of 142.8 nm. In a second set of Cryo-EM fibrils, two types of 

Aβ42 fibrils from brain of patients with different AD are characterized96. The 

first type is isolated from individuals with sporadic AD a predominance of twisted 

Aβ fibrils with two identical S-shaped protofilaments is observed. The second one 

was obtained from individuals with familial AD and other conditions and differs 

from the first between the orientation of a few peptide groups affecting the 

secondary structure assignment. Aβ40 and Aβ42 fibrils are structurally 

different96.  
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Aβ42 is characterized by an increased hydrophobicity and thus aggregation 

propensity with respect to Aβ40 and plaques presents a less dense core compared 

to fibrils made of both Aβ40 and Aβ42112,290,298,337. The deposition of amyloid 

fibrils follows spatiotemporal spreading, suggesting a seeded aggregation similarly 

to prion disease338–340. Furthermore, different aggregate structural variation of Aβ 

can have different biochemical features and the ability to induce distinct 

pathological phenotypes338. 

 

Aβ peptides aggregates into high-order oligomers, protofibrils and fibrils57,341. 

Oligomers are reported to be cytotoxic, and the control of their dynamics is 

Figure 2 – Image of Aβ42 fibril from human brain from Yang et al.96. The structure is modelled 
from G9 to A42 residues. Each filament is made of two identical protofilaments arranged in the 
S-shape. The secondary structure is composed of 5 β-strands of at least three residues. The S-
shape is determined by hydrophobic clusters. 
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covering an important role against AD onset57,110. According to the primary role 

in AD, the oligomerization process of Aβ42 has been recently described110. Most 

of the oligomers dissociate into their monomeric precursors without forming any 

fibrils. Considering that a fibril must originate from an oligomer, results shows 

that only a minority of oligomeric species are able to shift to an amyloid fibril. 

Specifically, to Aβ42, new steps of oligomerization are found and potentially 

exploited to develop new drugs against AD onset. Aβ42 aggregation occurs in 

two-step mechanism involving oligomers as necessary intermediates in the fibril 

formation. The first step is the generation of oligomers through the interaction 

of monomers with the catalytic surface of pre-formed fibrils. A small but critical 

concentration of amyloid fibrils can trigger the formation of oligomeric species 

creating a positive feedback loop342. Later, there is a competition between 

oligomer dissociation to monomers and the formation of fibrillar aggregates and 

the interconversion to fibrillar aggregates occurs in the same timescale of the 

overall aggregation. Thus, the fraction of oligomers converting from non-fibrillar 

forms to growth-competent fibrillar oligomers is determined be the rates of their 

conversion and dissociation. Oligomers are a heterogeneous population of 

different size and structurally different110.  
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1. Multi-GO with a CG model 

Following the previous studies on metamorphic proteins1–3, we defined the SB 

models of the native TTR105-115 (PDB ID: 4TLT)167 and the amyloid (PDB 

ID: 2M5K)89 using SMOG 2 tool343,344. Conventional SB models are able to build 

a force field using only one input structure and simulate a single molecule. Ideally, 

merging the two models would be enough to allow the simulation to start from 

an initial -native- state to a final -aggregate- one. As consequence we stated the 

novelty in our method by the name multi-GO. Our first attempt was to use a 

Coarse Grain (CG) representation due to the necessity of simulating a large 

number of molecules. We chose to represent a single bead mapped to the Cα per 

residue. However, the very first simulations using only 16 molecules with multi-

GO showed the inability of a proper representation using a CG model, resulting 

in a complete collapse of the fibril as shown in Figure 3. This result clearly 

indicates the inability of the Cα resolution to represent the complexity of the 

interactions occurring in an amyloid fibril. The antiparallel conformation of the 

two β-sheets is maintained, but as the beads were allowed to interact with each 

other in a self-contact, a collapse of the fibril is the optimal conformation for this 
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simple representation. Thus, we moved to a heavy atom representation of the 

molecules. 

Figure 3 – CG model of TTR105-115 
peptide. Beads are mapped according the 
Cα of each residue. The N and C terms 
are colored in purple and red 
respectively. This arrangement covers all 
the parametrized LJ in a mistaken 
manner as the fibril is collapsed. 
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2. Multi-eGO: an in-silico lens to look into protein 

aggregation kinetics at atomic resolution 

In the following paper I contributed to the development of the initial model 

multi-GO and the refined multi-eGO model. Wet-lab experiments were 

performed in collaboration with Stefano Ricagno and Sara Pellegrino groups. 

As shown below, multi-GO results provided kinetics and fibrils of the aggregation 

of TTR105-115 peptide and laid out a methodological way forward to protein 

aggregation. However, the poor representation of the dynamical behavior of the 

peptide delivered unreliable results. Thus, we implemented an explicit water MD 

of the TTR105-115 peptide during the parametrization. Each contact was rescaled 

based on their probability, enhancing the description of our model referred as 

multi-eGO. This update provides comparable kinetics and fibril structures 

obtained with experimental data. 
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Protein aggregation into amyloid fibrils is the archetype of aberrant biomolecular self-
assembly processes, with more than 50 associated diseases that are mostly uncurable.
Understanding aggregation mechanisms is thus of fundamental importance and goes in
parallel with the structural characterization of the transient oligomers formed during
the process. Oligomers have been proven elusive to high-resolution structural techni-
ques, while the large sizes and long time scales, typical of aggregation processes, have
limited the use of computational methods to date. To surmount these limitations, we
here present multi-eGO, an atomistic, hybrid structure-based model which, leveraging
the knowledge of monomers conformational dynamics and of fibril structures, effi-
ciently captures the essential structural and kinetics aspects of protein aggregation.
Multi-eGO molecular dynamics simulations can describe the aggregation kinetics of
thousands of monomers. The concentration dependence of the simulated kinetics, as
well as the structural features of the resulting fibrils, are in qualitative agreement with
in vitro experiments carried out on an amyloidogenic peptide from Transthyretin, a
protein responsible for one of the most common cardiac amyloidoses. Multi-eGO simu-
lations allow the formation of primary nuclei in a sea of transient lower-order oligomers
to be observed over time and at atomic resolution, following their growth and the sub-
sequent secondary nucleation events, until the maturation of multiple fibrils is achieved.
Multi-eGO, combined with the many experimental techniques deployed to study pro-
tein aggregation, can provide the structural basis needed to advance the design of mole-
cules targeting amyloidogenic diseases.

protein aggregation j molecular dynamics j aggregation kinetics j structure-based models j amyloids

Amyloid fibril formation is a highly specific self-assembly process, requiring a large degree
of similarity between the interacting amino acid sequences (1). Amyloids, resulting from
the uncontrolled transition of normally soluble proteins, were originally found to be associ-
ated with neurodegenerative diseases (2, 3). More recently, they have also been associated
with several physiologic functions (4, 5). Amyloid fibrils share a cross-β architecture in
which β-strands are oriented perpendicularly to the fibril axis, allowing the formation of a
dense intermolecular hydrogen bond network with sidechains contributing to both intra-
molecular and intermolecular interactions (6, 7). In vitro, the amyloid fold seems to be
accessible to a large number of, if not all, proteins (ordered or disordered) or even short
sequences of amino acids (8, 9). Thermodynamic considerations, indeed, suggest that
native proteins are metastable species under physiological conditions, with the global free-
energy minimum corresponding to their amyloidogenic state (10).
Protein aggregation into amyloid fibrils is an inherently dynamic process. Many

interconverting species of differing sizes and structures can be populated over multiple
time scales (11). The description of amyloid fibril formation thus requires an under-
standing of the properties of the end states, that is, monomers and fibrils, and of the
different oligomeric species that are transiently populated in between. Remarkably, in
diseases like Parkinson’s, Alzheimer’s, type 2 diabetes mellitus, and cardiac amyloidosis,
some oligomeric species may be the primary pathogenic agents (12–16). Furthermore,
toxic oligomers have been found in model proteins and associated to specific physico-
chemical properties like size and hydrophobicity, although it is not yet clear whether
these are relevant for all amyloidogenic diseases (17–19). Structural approaches based
on solid-state NMR (ssNMR) and cryogenic electron microscopy (cryo-EM) have
revealed the atomic structures of amyloid fibrils formed by different proteins in diverse
conditions (6, 7, 20–22). The aggregation process itself can only be studied at very low
resolution, by aggregation kinetics assays, where experimental conditions are tuned to
induce the in-solution interconversion of protein monomers into amyloid fibrils. Seeds
obtained by previously formed fibrils can also be employed to catalyze the interconver-
sion (23).
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Chemical kinetics analyses provide a framework to dissect the
microscopic mechanisms at play in fibril formation (24). Aggrega-
tion is described by a network of microscopic processes including
primary nucleation and elongation, as well as secondary nucle-
ation processes, such as fragmentation and surface-induced nucle-
ation. By globally fitting multiple, accurate, aggregation kinetic
traces obtained for multiple initial monomer concentrations, it is
possible to estimate the rates for the different microscopic pro-
cesses and use these to interpret the macroscopic observations.
Such analyses have highlighted the preference of proteins associ-
ated with amyloidogenic diseases to aggregate through secondary
nucleation mechanisms, whereas physiological amyloids are pro-
posed to be mainly controlled by primary nucleation (25, 26).
Drug design strategies have been implemented, based on the
kinetic modulation of such mechanisms (27). Nonetheless, despite
its power, chemical kinetics fails to provide detailed structural
information on the species at play during the process.
Given the inherently transient and dynamic nature of the

species populated in an assembly process, molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations naturally complement current experimental
approaches (27, 28). Aggregation kinetics simulations have
mainly been employed to characterize the early events in the
oligomerization of a few peptides at high concentrations,
because of the combination of challenges resulting from system
sizes and relevant time scales. Implicit solvent models have
been employed to mitigate these problems and have allowed
the oligomerization of 20 monomers of Aβ40 and Aβ42 over
hundreds of nanoseconds to be studied (29). Simulating larger
systems over longer time scales requires coarse-grain (CG) mod-
els. Notably, fibrils may, in fact, be formed by tens of thou-
sands of monomers.
CG simulations, with simplified interactions and geometries,

including HP models (30), tube models (31), and lattice mod-
els (32, 33), as well as other minimalistic approaches (34, 35),
have been used to make hypotheses on the general principles of
protein aggregation, also informing chemical kinetics models
(36). A recent overview can be found in ref. 28. In the field of
protein folding simulations, the most adopted CG models
are structure based (SB), also known as G o models (37–41),
recently reviewed in ref. 38. SB models are an implementation
of the principle of minimal frustration [or the folding funnel
(42)]: Attractive interactions are defined only between amino
acids or atoms that are close in space in the native crystal state;
consequently, the minimum energy configuration is the native
crystal configuration. This allows folding and unfolding transi-
tions to be efficiently studied, by dramatically decreasing the
cost of evaluating interactions and accelerating the overall diffu-
sion in conformational space; for example, the folding time of a pro-
tein can be rescaled from milliseconds to hundreds of nanoseconds.
In keeping with the observation that the amyloid structure is

the global free-energy minimum of a protein at high concentra-
tion (10), we here describe multi-eGO, a hybrid SB model that
includes nonbonded interactions derived from both the dynam-
ics of the soluble protein and the structure of the amyloid fibril,
and transferable bonded interactions that are optimized to
reproduce the results of state-of-the-art explicit solvent molecu-
lar force fields. While SB models, including more than one ref-
erence structure and/or hybrid terms, have been employed to
study differences in protein folding pathways of homolog
proteins (37–41), large conformational changes (43–45), meta-
morphic proteins (46, 47), and the folding upon binding of
disordered proteins with different partners (48, 49), here we
show that multi-eGO can be used to follow the aggregation
of thousands of monomers, as a function of their initial

concentration, at high resolution. Our results are qualitatively
in agreement with experiments and enable the structural inves-
tigation of the aggregation of proteins into amyloid fibrils.

Results

To develop multi-eGO, we used the Transthyretin 105–115
amyloidogenic peptide (TTR105–115) (50, 51). Transthyretin
is a well-studied amyloidogenic protein responsible for both
sporadic and genetic cardiac and systemic amyloidosis (52).
TTR105–115 has often been used as a model system to study
aggregation, and three amyloid polymorphisms have been
determined at atomic resolution by a combination of multiple
techniques including ssNMR and cryo-EM (20). NMR analysis
of monomeric TTR105–115 in solution indicates that it primar-
ily populates a random-coil structure with a low percentage of
turns or helical elements (53). Multi-eGO was built to include
information from the structure or the dynamics of the end
states and uses them to infer the properties of the intermediate
oligomeric states (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). To have a realistic con-
formational ensemble reference of monomeric TTR105–115, we
performed an explicit solvent MD simulation using the a99SB-
disp force field (54). This simulation well represented the
behavior of TTR105–115 in solution, showing a broad flexibility
and sporadic turns, as reported by the radius of gyration distri-
bution and the per-residue contact probability map in Fig. 1,
as well as by a secondary structures populations analysis (SI
Appendix, Fig. S2A), in agreement with previous NMR chemi-
cal shifts measurements (53).

Multi-eGO Reproduces the Conformational Dynamics of TTR105–115
in Solution. Following previous studies on metamorphic pro-
teins (46, 47), we initially defined the multi-GO SB force field,
at all heavy atom (nonhydrogens) resolution, as a combination
of terms obtained from two reference structures (Materials and
Methods), namely, the protein in its native monomeric state
(extracting TTR105–115 coordinates from Protein Data Bank
[PDB] 4TLT, corresponding to the crystal structure of TTR)
and the amyloid fibril (PDB 2M5K) (SI Appendix, Fig. S1). A
multi-GO simulation of a TTR105–115 monomer explored only
extended configurations with an average radius of gyration of 1.
05 nm, in comparison with 0.83 nm of the a99SB-disp one
(Fig. 1A) and the conformational ensemble did not show long
range contacts (SI Appendix, Fig. S3A). The multi-GO ensem-
ble described above did not capture the conformational free-
dom of the monomeric state, and consequently may not
capture that of early intermediate oligomeric states.
To increase the descriptive power of the model, we intro-

duced multi-eGO as a hybrid transferable/SB model (Materials
and Methods). The most relevant differences are that all bonded
interactions, and, in particular, proper dihedral angles, are trans-
ferable, while nonbonded interactions are learned from a refer-
ence simulation for the monomeric state, that is, the a99SB-disp
force field simulation introduced above, and a reference amyloid
fibril structure (PDB 2M5K). Remarkably, while the multi-GO
simulation explored only extended configurations, the multi-
eGO model could better recapitulate TTR105–115 dynamics in
solution, with an average radius of gyration of 0.90 nm. The
contact probability map for a99SB-disp and multi-eGO, shown
in Fig. 1B, as well as the secondary structures populations analy-
sis in SI Appendix, Fig. S2A, indicate that multi-eGO can also
qualitatively describe the intramolecular transient interactions of
the peptide.
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A qualitative comparison between the interaction energies
of the multi-GO and multi-eGO TTR105–115 models was
obtained, summing all the native pairs strengths for all pairs of
amino acids (SI Appendix, Fig. S3B). This showed limited dif-
ferences in the interaction among residues between the two
models. This is expected, as they are both trained on the same
fibril structure. This analysis suggests that the transferable
bonded interactions of multi-eGO are key to improve the
agreement of the model with the a99SB-disp simulation.

Multi-eGO Can Simulate TTR105–115 Aggregation. Using multi-eGO,
a total of 15 simulations (each involving 4,000 TTR105–115 mono-
mers) as a triplicate of five different concentrations, between 7
and 13 mM, were produced (SI Appendix, legends for Datasets S1

and S2). The resulting aggregation kinetics are shown in Fig. 2A
as the number of monomers forming assemblies, from decamers
to larger ones, at a given time. It should be noted that the time
scale of the simulations is only nominal, and comparisons with
experimental data should consider a scaling factor. Simulations
displayed sigmoidal concentration-dependent kinetics, where an
increase in monomer concentration resulted in a reduction of the
lag phase. We also observed that the variability of the curves
increased inversely with the initial monomer concentration (55).
From the resulting curves, we obtained the half-time, τ1/2, shown
in Fig. 2B, and the growth rate, r, as the slope of the straight line
fitting the region of the curve around τ1/2 (SI Appendix, Fig. S4).
The double log plot of τ1/2 as a function of concentration (Fig.
2B) showed a bilinear trend with a change of slope, the scaling
exponent γ, at concentrations lower than 8.5 mM, suggesting
that, at high monomer concentration, a dominant aggregation
mechanism becomes saturated (56).
To test the ability of multi-eGO to capture differences between

seeded and unseeded aggregation kinetics, we also performed three
seeded simulations at 7 mM by adding a 10-monomer oligomer
seed, obtained from previous 13-mM simulations (compare Multi-
eGO Can Provide Structural Details for TTR105–115 Aggregation
Kinetics, in the following). As shown in Fig. 2C, the addition of
the seed led to a marked decrease of τ1/2 and a reduction of its var-
iability. The observed growth rate r, instead, remained the same as
for the unseeded simulations performed at the same concentration
(i.e., 7 mM).

Multi-eGO TTR105–115 Simulations Can Form Polymorphic Fibrils.

The 18 simulations performed at five different concentrations
yielded a total of 41 distinct fibrils. These fibrils grew in length

Fig. 1. TTR105–115 peptide monomer dynamics. (A) Gyration radius distribu-
tion of TTR105–115 peptide conformational ensemble according to multi-GO
(green), multi-eGO (orange), and a99SB-disp (blue) simulations. The multi-GO
distribution describes an open conformation with a single peak at 1.07 nm.
The a99SB-disp simulation shows multiple peaks over a broad range of
values. The multi-eGO distribution is shifted toward more extended confor-
mations than a99SB-disp but still shows a broad range of values in qualitative
agreement with the former. (B) Per-residue probability contact map for the
a99SB-disp (Lower Left) and multi-eGO (Upper Right) simulations.

Fig. 2. (A) Simulated aggregation kinetics. Curves represent the number of
monomers involved in an aggregate of at least 10 monomers as a function of
nominal simulation time. See also SI Appendix, legends for Movies S1 and S2.
(B) Log–log plot of the half-times, τ1/2, as a function of the initial monomer
concentration. The points are fitted with two straight lines in the range 7 mM
to 8.5 mM and 8.5 mM to 13 mM. (C) Aggregation kinetics of seeded and
unseeded 7-mM simulations. Curves represent the number of monomers
involved in an aggregate of at least 10 monomers as a function of nominal
simulation time. The addition of the seeds reduces τ1/2 and makes it less vari-
able compared to the unseeded simulations, leaving the slope of the growth
is unaffected. See also SI Appendix, legend for Movie S3.
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from 163 Å to 515 Å, with an average length of 360 Å (Table 1
and SI Appendix, Table S1). All fibrils displayed the expected
cross-β topology with a parallel and in-register stacking of
chains in the same β-sheet as shown in Fig. 3. The average dis-
tance between β-strands in the cross β-sheet was 4.7 Å. Facing
β-sheets were antiparallel and shifted by 2.5 Å, resulting in the
even-numbered sidechains of one peptide interacting with the
odd-numbered sidechains of the two opposite peptides. Accord-
ing to previous nomenclature (20), we define a protofilament as
a structure made up of two antiparallel β-sheets; the further
addition of two β-sheets in a protofilament determines a fila-
ment (Fig. 3A). The β-sheet content in a filament was shown
to vary from 4 to 17, with an average of 10. Furthermore, fila-
ments that grew in the peptide chain direction through interac-
tions between the N- and C-terminal residues (Fig. 3B), could
form a fibril. This head-to-tail interaction resulted from the
Y105 sidechain interacting with both the S115 carboxyl group
and the Y105 sidechain of the facing β-sheet. The number of
filaments in a fibril varied from two to six, with an average of
four. Mature fibrils displayed a twist per monomer between
 0.1° and  0.85°, measured as the torsion angle between two
vectors obtained from Y105-Cα and S115-Cα carbons of sub-
sequent molecules in the same β-sheet. Single filaments dis-
played a more pronounced twist of  5° compared to mature
fibrils (Fig. 3). At higher concentration, we saw the formation
of more fibrils, indicating that more nuclei are produced than
at lower concentration (SI Appendix, Fig. S5). Since the mono-
mer number was fixed at 4,000, the fibrils grown at higher con-
centration were shorter in length than the ones obtained at
lower concentration (Table 1 and SI Appendix, Table S1). At
higher concentration, we also observed fibrils adhering together
(Fig. 3C). Again, given the fixed and relatively small number of
monomers, some protofilaments were not able to become
fibrils, due to monomer depletion. We did not observe any spe-
cific differences in the fibrils formed at 7 mM in seeded and
unseeded simulations.
Compared to the reference model determined by ssNMR

and cryo-EM (20), the only remarkable difference is that our
fibrils do not display any wet cavity within filaments. The cav-
ity in the reference model accommodates structured water mole-
cules that interact with exposed sidechains. In our model, all
sidechains in a filament are tightly packed; therefore, we also
observed a variable number of β-sheets in a filament, whereas the
reference model always contained four. Indeed, there is evidence of
such variations (57, 58). The reference model illustrates a structural
polymorphism, based on the number of filaments, from doublet to
quadruplet. In our simulations, we saw the same polymorphism
but extended to six filaments in a single fibril.

Finally, we compared the multi-eGO and multi-GO aggrega-
tion kinetics by performing four multi-GO simulations of
TTR105–115 aggregation as function of the concentration (SI
Appendix, Fig. S2B). Multi-GO quickly formed aggregates at
concentrations, between 2 and 0.5 mM, that are lower than
those used in multi-eGO simulations and experiments, that is,
10 mM to 20 mM (53). Furthermore, the multi-GO amyloid
fibrils grew laterally instead of elongating (SI Appendix, Fig.
S2C), indicating that multi-GO cannot correctly capture the
TTR105–115 aggregation process.

TTR105–115 In Vitro Aggregation Experiments Recapitulate

Multi-eGO Simulations. To validate the in silico aggregation
kinetics, we performed aggregation assays monitored by Thio-
flavin T (ThT) fluorescence (Fig. 4). The TTR105–115 peptide
was incubated at 37 °C at different concentrations (i.e., 13, 10,
and 7 mM), and ThT fluorescence was monitored over 150 h.
ThT fluorescence increased over time, indicating (Fig. 4A)
concentration-dependent aggregation kinetics. The lag phase at
13 mM was considerably shorter compared to at 10 mM or
7 mM. The fluorescence plateau was reached faster in the most
concentrated samples, whereas, at the lowest concentration
tested (i.e., 7mM), the plateau was not observed during the
overall incubation time. The mean values of three independent
experiments were subjected to nonlinear regression analysis,
using a Boltzmann sigmoidal equation. From the regression, we
derived the experimental τ1/2 of 33.7 ± 4.3 h, 62.0 ± 16.6 h,
and 125.7 ± 10.2 h for 13, 10, and 7 mM, respectively. Fig. 4B
shows a linear correlation between peptide concentrations and
half-times in a double log plot, with the slope γ comparable to
that obtained from simulations in the range 8.5 mM to 13 mM
(namely,  2.0 and  2.2 for the experiments and simulations,
respectively; compare Fig. 2B). This is of note given the relative
simplicity of our model and the fact that it does not include any
specific information about the kinetics of the process.
The aggregates of the TTR105–115 peptide obtained by the

aggregation kinetics experiments were negatively stained and ana-
lyzed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). As reported in
Fig. 4, we observed remarkable polymorphism in all conditions
tested. Morphological analysis identified six main different types
of structures (Fig. 4 C–E and SI Appendix, Table S2). The mean
width at the cross-over is 37 ± 4 Å, as previously observed by
Fitzpatrick et al. (20). The fibrils cross-over in the six poly-
morphs ranges from 1,041 ± 24 Å to 1,185 ± 43 Å; the diame-
ter varies considerably, ranging from 115 ± 11 Å to 326 ± 21 Å.
Representative pictures of each identified morphology are
reported in Fig. 4F, and the main fibril parameters are summa-
rized in SI Appendix, Table S2. Notably, the observed widths

Table 1. Summary of the main structural features of the fibrils discussed in this work

Source Number of fibrils Length (Å)
Number of β-sheets

in filaments
Number of filaments

in fibril Twist (deg)

13 mM 16 163 to 368 4 to 10 2 to 5  0.18 to  0.73
11.5 mM 9 210 to 390 5 to 13 2 to 6  0.23 to  0.85
10 mM 6 170 to 415 4 to 9 2 to 6  0.2 to  0.79
8.5 mM 4 260 to 515 6 to 14 2 to 4  0.15 to  0.54
7 mM 3 435 to 480 7 to 17 4 to 6  0.11 to  0.48
7 mM seeded 3 443 to 485 13 to 14 5  0.10 to  0.80
ssNMR model 4 2 to 4  0.85
TEM* 4 3 to 8  0.71 to  0.81

The first six rows indicate fibrils formed in silico in our multi-eGO simulations; ssNMR is for the fibrils corresponding to PDB codes 2M5K, 2M5M, and 3ZPK; and TEM are those observed
in vitro in this work.
*Values for TEM are estimates; SI Appendix, Table S2.
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between cross-overs correspond to multiples of the peptide chain
length, suggesting the presence of up to eight aligned filaments (SI
Appendix, Table S2).

Multi-eGO Can Provide Structural Details for TTR105–115 Aggregation

Kinetics. Having shown that multi-eGO could simulate the aggre-
gation of TTR105–115 from monomers to fibrils, with structural
and kinetic features compatible with experimental data, it was pos-
sible to observe the structures populated along the self-assembly
process in detail. In Fig. 5A and SI Appendix, Fig. S6, the number
of monomers, dimers, and trimers in our aggregation kinetics are
shown as a function of time. We observed that the number of free
monomers displayed a sigmoidal behavior, symmetric with respect
to that of the fibril size. The number of dimers and trimers
showed, instead, a noisy but relatively constant trend until the end
of the lag phase (tlag), defined as the intersection between a straight
line, tangent to the aggregation kinetic curve at τ1/2 with slope r,
and the time axis, and quickly dropped after this time. This sug-
gests that, once fibrils start to grow, most monomers contributed
to the fibril growth instead of forming new oligomers, and oligom-
ers formed before tlag dissolve over time.
The time-resolved distribution of oligomer sizes of the first

13-mM simulation before tlag (SI Appendix, Fig. S7 for all
simulations) is shown in Fig. 5B. This analysis allows the emer-
gence and growth of primary nuclei to be followed and suggests
that fibrils stem from primary nuclei composed of around

10 monomers. Assuming the simulations prior to tlag at equilib-
rium, and thus averaging over this time window, we observed
how, at all concentrations, dimers and trimers were the most
represented oligomeric species, with populations in the 5 to 10%
and 0.5 to 2% range, respectively. Higher-order oligomers
were scarcely populated, stressing the need to simulate large
numbers of monomers to study aggregation (compare Fig. 5C).
Interestingly, apart from their populations, oligomers do not
show other concentration-dependent properties (SI Appendix,
legend for Dataset S3). In SI Appendix, Fig. S8 are shown the
distributions of the radius of gyration, and the average
β-populations per residue, of oligomers, ranging from dimers to
decamers, populated in multi-eGO aggregation kinetics before
tlag. The analyses indicate that dimers, trimers, and tetramers are
extended and disordered; around 20% of pentamers can form
intermolecular β-sheets, and this fraction increases with higher
oligomer orders. The increase in β-structure is also reflected by the
distributions of the radius of gyrations that become less and less
broadly distributed (SI Appendix, Fig. S8).
The structures of oligomers involved in primary nucleation

are shown in Fig. 5D. All primary nuclei displayed two antipar-
allel β-sheets. Observing the trajectory, we were able to describe
their formation. Free monomers spontaneously assemble into
small oligomers, forming the first β-sheet. Once the β-sheet
reaches a size of five to six monomers, other monomers interact
with the β-sheet surface, triggering the formation of a second
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Fig. 3. (A) A filament model observed at the end of a simulation. Colors indicate the five different β-sheets composing the filament. (B) Top and side view of
a mature fibril with colors indicating the different filaments. From the top view, it is possible to see a peptide which is about to attach to the fibril and a pro-
tofilament which is perpendicular to the main fibril. (C) Multiple mature fibrils (each represented with a different color) interacting with each other from one
of the 13-mM simulations.
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β-sheet docked by sidechain/sidechain interactions. Once a
primary nucleus is formed, its growth can be followed. Each
β-sheet provides two ends for elongation, so primary nuclei
have four ends. With regards to elongation, peptides generally
dock at the N terminus toward the C terminus as shown in
Fig. 6A. A generally highly twisted, cross-β protofilament
exposes sidechains and termini for secondary nucleation, but
we observed that only the sidechain faces could trigger the for-
mation of further β-sheets, thus forming a filament (Fig. 6B).
The addition of each β-sheet decreased the twist. Filaments,
made up of at least four β-sheets, can further growth, both
through their sidechains faces (Fig. 6B) and through their ter-
mini, as exemplified in Fig. 6C. Growth can occur by N to N
terminus (head-to-head) as well as N to C terminus (head-to-
tail) interactions. Importantly, a newly N to C β-sheet can
grow into a new protofilament, while a newly formed N to N
β-sheet must firstly convert into an N to C sheet before further
growth can occur. A fibril is thus formed when two filaments
are linked head to tail. Remarkably, the formation of new
β-sheets always occurs with monomers sliding on the surface
before eventually docking. At high monomer concentration, we
subsequently observed interactions between fibrils. Fragmentation
events were not observed in any simulations.
To test whether the described mechanism is consistent with the

macroscopic kinetics shown in Fig. 2, we performed a chemical

kinetics analysis of our simulated data using Amylofit (59–61).
Simulations could only be globally fitted using a “multistep sec-
ondary nucleation, unseeded model” as shown in SI Appendix, Fig.
S9. This is compatible with the positive curvature with an
increased slope at lower concentration displayed by τ1/2 in a double
log plot (compare Fig. 2B) that can be interpreted as the saturation
of secondary nucleation (56) at high monomer concentration (e.g.,
all the catalytic fibril surface is occupied by monomers). Further-
more, our seeded simulations did not show variations in the rate
constant r (compare Fig. 2C), supporting the hypothesis that sec-
ondary nucleation is a multistep process with a first step (monomer
attachment on the surface) that is concentration dependent and a
second step (monomers rearrangement on the surface) that is con-
centration independent (56). Amylofit analysis correlates with our
observations where the addition of molecules on the cross-β surface
implies the exploration of different conformations prior to latching
on to and starting to form a new oligomer. Globally, the
TTR105–115 aggregation process described by our simulations is
consistent with the hierarchy proposed by Fitzpatrick et al. (20).

Discussion

Amyloidogenesis is the result of an out-of-equilibrium, concentration-
dependent process; thus, it cannot be easily followed by high-
resolution structural biology techniques (6). Indeed, while NMR,

A B

F I II III IV V VI

C D E

Fig. 4. TTR peptide aggregation kinetics in vitro. (A) Aggregation kinetics of the TTR105–115 peptide at 13, 10, and 7 mM are shown in magenta, orange, and
green, respectively. TTR peptide at 37 °C were obtained by monitoring ThT fluorescence. The mean value of three independent experiments analyzed by
linear regression using Boltzmann sigmoidal equation is reported. (B) Log–log plot of the in vitro half-times, τ1/2, as a function of the initial monomer concen-
tration. (C–E) Electron micrographs of fibrils formed by TTR105–115 peptide incubated at 13 mM (C), 10 mM (D), or 7 mM (E) at 37 °C for 150 h. (Scale bars,
100 nm, C; 200 nm, D and E.) (F) Representative TEM images of the six main fibrillar morphologies. The detailed structural parameters of each morphology
are reported in SI Appendix, Table S2. (Scale bars: 10 nm.)
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X-ray crystallography, and cryo-EM have been instrumental to
investigating, at high resolution, the early steps associated with
protein misfolding, and the structures of resulting amyloid fibrils,
they have only provided low-resolution information about the
transient oligomers populated along the process (62, 63). In this
respect, most of the fundamental mechanical understanding of
protein aggregation is based on the combination of multiple low-
resolution techniques, in particular, aggregation kinetics studied
by ThT fluorescence, and chemical kinetics analysis (24).

MD simulations could provide the resolution, in time and
space, to observe the emergence of oligomers, nuclei, and fibrils
from a solution of monomeric proteins (64). This would
greatly assist the understanding of the determinants of the dif-
ferent aggregation mechanisms at play, the observation of the
effect of mutations, and, subsequently, the SB design of drugs
targeting specific oligomeric species. Unfortunately, computer
power is far from being able to enable such simulations, using
conventional classical mechanics transferable force fields (64).
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Fig. 5. (A) Number of monomers, dimers, and trimers over time of the first 13-mM simulation. The tlag (solid thick line) and τ1/2 (dashed thin line) are
reported in each plot. The monomer decrease is symmetrical compared to fibril growth (compare Fig. 2A). The number of dimers and trimers is relatively
constant until tlag and quickly drops after this time. (B) Time-resolved evolution of oligomer order of the first 13-mM simulation before tlag. (C) Oligomer
order populations in the time window from zero to tlag and averaged over the three replicates. The different colors represent the different concentrations,
while the error bars represent the SD over the three simulations. In this time window, only monomers and dimers are significantly populated (C); nonethe-
less, one can observe the emergence of two fibrils (B). (D) Five representative structures of primary nuclei extracted from five different simulations. The
β-sheets colored in blue, representing the initial oligomer, are stabilized as primary nuclei by interacting with the second β-sheet, colored in red.

Secondary

Nucleation

Secondary

Nucleation

Elongation Secondary

Nucleation

A B

C

Fig. 6. Fibril growth secondary processes. (A) Elongation: the docking of a single monomer in red at one end of a β-sheet in blue. (B and C) Surface-induced
secondary nucleation can occur both on the front surface of a β-sheet (B) and on the side surface (C). Peptides can slide on the surface before locking. At
least three peptides are required to form a secondary nucleus.
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Simulations have thus been employed to study the oligomeriza-
tion of a few peptides (29, 65) and the interactions of peptides
with preformed fibrils (66), and, in most cases, to understand
the determinants of protein aggregation by only studying pro-
tein monomers (67–72). These studies, while valuable, fall
short in providing indications about oligomers that are, by their
nature, extremely unlikely and short lived. Alternatively, CG
simulations have been used to investigate the general principles
of protein aggregation, but without providing system specific
information (28, 30–36).
In this study, we set out to develop a simplified force field

that can allow protein aggregation, comprising thousands of
monomers, to be studied with current state-of-the-art comput-
ing resources. Our force field builds on the success of SB (G o)
models to study protein folding and binding (38, 41, 48, 73,
74). The multi-eGO force field introduced here is 1) at atomic
resolution (excluding hydrogens); 2) locally transferable, with
bonded and excluded volume interactions derived from a trans-
ferable force field or optimized consequently; and 3) structure
(or ensemble) based using multiple references and symmetrized
so that, once an interacting pair is defined, this can be formed
both intramolecularly as well as intermolecularly. We have
shown, in Fig. 1, that this combination can describe the confor-
mational ensemble of a disordered peptide, in qualitative agree-
ment with more-accurate conventional explicit solvent MD
simulations. Most importantly, multi-eGO can describe the
aggregation kinetics of thousands of monomers, showing
concentration-dependent features that are compatible with
experimental data (Figs. 2–4). Indeed, the comparison of the
scaling exponents γ derived from experimental and simulated
τ1/2 data (Fig. 2B and Fig. 4B) showed comparable values, con-
firming the robustness of the model, with a difference observed
only at the lowest concentration. TEM morphological analysis
of the fibrils highlighted a remarkable degree of polymorphism.
Specifically, we classified six main fibril morphologies with
highly variable cross-over and width (Fig. 4F and SI Appendix,
Table S2). These data indicate that each fibril is formed by
three to eight filaments, in agreement with in silico observed
fibrils (Fig. 3, Table 1, and SI Appendix, Tables S1 and S2).
On the contrary, all morphologies share a mean width at the
cross-over compatible with previous measurements and associ-
ated with a hydrated cavity (20) that is not observed in silico,
indicating that future improvements should try to better account
for solvation effects that may only be indirectly captured by our
native pair interactions (41).
Simulations can be subsequently used to formulate hypothe-

ses on the oligomeric species populated along the process and
provide a structural model for the mechanisms of primary and
secondary nucleation. Interestingly, we can show how primary
nuclei are on the order of 10 monomers and organized into
two opposed β-sheets (Fig. 5D). These nuclei are populated for
less than 0.1% in the lag phase of the kinetics, in comparison to
dimers and trimers that are populated around 10 and 1%, respec-
tively (Figs. 5 A–C and SI Appendix, Figs. S6–S8). This indicates
how relevant it is to simulate aggregation using large monomer
numbers. Oligomer populations drop immediately after the for-
mation of the first nuclei. Following the growth of primary nuclei,
our model also shows that elongation occurs through
the preferential binding of the N-terminal region of the peptide
(Fig. 6). Once a protofilament is formed, secondary nucleation
can be observed. Secondary nucleation arises, initially, by the for-
mation of nuclei on the exposed sidechains of the filament sur-
face; then monomers can slide over the surface and eventually
dock into it, triggering the formation of an additional β-sheet

layer (Fig. 6). Once at least four β-sheet layers are formed, we
observe additional secondary nucleation events, catalyzed by inter-
actions with the N and C termini (Fig. 6). Secondary nucleation
contributes to overall fibril growth, but it does not lead to inde-
pendent oligomer formations that detach to form new protofi-
brils. We hypothesize that this is a size effect, resulting from the
relatively small number of monomers, that are shortly depleted by
fibril formation. Nonetheless, using 4,000 monomers allowed us
to observe multiple primary and secondary nucleation events,
with secondary nucleation remaining the main effect that contrib-
utes to the exponential growth of the fibril mass, suggesting that
this number may be large enough to recapitulate the key processes
occurring during the aggregation process. Notably, the mecha-
nisms inferred by applying a chemical kinetics analysis on the sim-
ulated aggregation kinetics agrees with what was observed in the
simulation (SI Appendix, Fig. S9), suggesting that multi-eGO may
complement and support experimental chemical kinetics models
to provide a high-resolution time-resolved description of the
microscopic processes at play during aggregation (24, 36).
In conclusion, we present the development of multi-eGO, an

SB model tailored to study amyloid-type protein aggregation.
The model is promising in describing, at least qualitatively, the
spontaneous aggregation of monomers into amyloid fibrils, as a
function of the initial monomer concentration, thus providing a
structural picture of the populated oligomeric species and of the
associated aggregation mechanisms. We anticipate that our
model can be combined with methodologies that allow the inte-
gration of simulations with the many complementary experimen-
tal techniques deployed to study protein aggregation (75–78).
Eventually, the computational efficiency of multi-eGO, com-
bined with the availability of amyloid fibrils structures (79, 80),
and of already run—and publicly available—long MD simula-
tions for disease relevant proteins (81, 82), will improve our
understanding of the mechanisms and the associated oligomeric
structures at play in different pathogenic and nonpathogenic
self-assembly processes.

Materials and Methods

MD simulations in this work were performed with GROMACS (83). Models’
parameterization and preparation was developed in python. All scripts, including
ad hoc analysis tools, are freely available on GitHub (https://github.com/
emalacs/multi-eGO/tree/TTR_paper). Simulations are available on Zenodo (SI
Appendix, legends for Datasets S1–S3).

Multi-GO: A Multireference G o-Like Model for Protein Aggregation.

Multi-GO is a multireference SB force field, at all heavy atom (nonhydrogens)
resolution, defined as a combination of terms obtained from two reference struc-
tures, namely, the protein in its native monomeric state and the amyloid fibril.
This was originally developed to study metamorphic proteins (46, 47) using
SMOG software (84). In this model, distances between covalently bonded atoms,
as well as angles formed by three subsequent covalently bonded atoms, are
derived only from the monomeric structure, because they describe the local
geometry that is generally independent from the specific configuration. Dihedral
angles are defined as in SMOG but obtained from both structures and halving
the force constant to account for the double counting. Native pairs are obtained
from both reference structures following SMOG rules; if two atoms are in contact
in both structures, then the distance is defined as the minimum distance.
All native pairs are symmetrized so that, if atom i and atom j are in contact in
one reference structure, they can interact irrespectively of whether the two
atoms belong to the same monomer or to two different monomers; such an
approach has been successfully employed to describe domain swapped dimers
(85, 86), and is needed to make intramolecular and intermolecular interactions
indistinguishable.
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Multi-eGO: An Enhanced G o-Like Model for Protein Aggregation. In con-
trast to multi-GO, the multi-eGO force field is partitioned so that, while non-
bonded interactions are SB, bonded interactions are, instead, transferable. The
multi-eGO Hamiltonian, given a reference monomer simulation Xm and a refer-
ence amyloid structure Xa, is defined as

HðX;Xm,XaÞ ¼ ∑
bonds

Krðr r0Þ
2 þ ∑

angles

Kqðθ θ0Þ
2

þ ∑
improper

Kϕ½1þ cosðnϕ ϕ0Þ þ ∑
dihedrals

Kψ ½1þ cosðnψ ψ0Þ 

þ ∑
native

εn
rij,m,a

rij

  12

 2
rij,m,a

rij

  6
" #

þ ∑
others

C
ð12Þ
ij

r12ij
,

where the parameters for bonds, angles, and improper and proper dihedrals are
obtained from a transferable force field, specifically, GROMOS54A7 (87), that is
a united atom force field already optimized without nonpolar hydrogens. Thus,
the local geometry no longer depends on the monomeric structure as in multi-
GO. Proper dihedrals terms describing the ϕ and ψ backbone angles were reop-
timized as describe in the next section. Interactions between native pairs are
defined for pairs of atoms farther than one residue along the sequence (if they
belong to the same molecule) and closer than 5.5 Å in either the native mono-
meric simulation or in the amyloid structure. The interactions strength for native
pairs is either εn = ε when a pair is derived from the amyloid structure or heu-
ristically scaled as

εn ¼ ε 1 
lnP

lnPthreshold

  
[1]

when derived from a reference MD simulation. Here P is the fraction of frames
in the simulation where the pair of atoms is closer than 5.5 Å, and Pthreshold is a
minimum fraction that should be considered, set to 0.09 in this work. This
approach has the merit of giving an interaction strength equal to ε if the contact
population is one, as for a single structure, and to smoothly go to zero when
reaching the chosen threshold. The interaction length rij,m,a is defined as either
the average pair distance calculated over the P frames or the pair distance in the
amyloid structure. If a native pair is defined multiple times, then only the one
associated with the shorter rij,m,a distance is retained. Care must be taken so
that, if a native interaction is defined between two atoms belonging to the same
or the neighbor residue, this interaction applies only intermolecularly; otherwise,
once a pair interaction is defined in its length and strength, these parameters
are the same irrespective of whether the interaction is formed intermolecularly
or intramolecularly. Finally, excluded volume interactions for all other pairs, that
is, all pairs of atoms that are not native and that are separated by more than
three consecutive covalent bonds (i to i+4), are defined as in the GROMOS54A7
force field. Among the excluded volume interactions, we include all i to i+4
interactions involving a backbone nitrogen; in this case, the C(12) Lennard-Jones
parameter is scaled down by a factor of 0.15. This is needed to effectively
account for the missing amide hydrogen, and it is critical to avoid nonphysical
configurations. Of note is that, in multi-eGO, masses are correctly set to include
hydrogens; also, since force constants obtained from GROMOS54A7 are tuned
to work at room temperature, that is, ∼300 K, ε, the reference interaction
strength between all native pairs, is the only free parameter to be set in a
system-dependent manner.

Multi-eGO Backbone Dihedrals Optimization. In the multi-eGO Hamilto-
nian, the intramolecular interactions between atoms belonging to consecutive
amino acids are described only by transferable terms. Therefore, a dipeptide sim-
ulated with multi-eGO should closely mimic the conformational freedom of a
dipeptide simulated at room temperature using a transferable force field in
explicit solvent. Due to the SB nonbonded addition, parameters for the proper

dihedral angles have been optimized building on the former hypothesis. Ala-
nine, glycine, and proline dipeptides were simulated using CHARMM22* (88)
and TIP3P (89) at 300 K for 1 μs each, and the resulting Ramachandran distribu-
tion was set as our target.

The same dipeptides were simulated using multi-eGO, initially setting the
force constant K of the potential VD describing proper dihedrals for the backbone
ϕ and ψ angles to zero. VD is defined as VDðϑÞ ¼ Kð1 þ cosðnϑ ϕ0ÞÞ, with
force constant K, multiplicity n, and phase ϕ0.

Target and multi-eGO Ramachandran distributions are then compared calcu-
lating the following scoring function S (i.e., the cross-entropy):

S ¼ PðTÞlog
PðTÞ

PðEÞ
,

where P(E) and P(T) are the multi-eGO and target Ramachandran distributions.
To optimize the parameters K, n, and ϕ0 for the proper dihedral angles, we then
followed an iterative procedure combining a Monte Carlo (MC) optimization fol-
lowed by MD (90, 91). In detail, the effect of a given choice of the parameters is
estimated by analytically reweighting the last multi-eGO MD simulations as

wðφ,ψÞ ¼ exp  
ðVi

DðφÞ þ ViDðψÞÞ  ðVi 1
D ðφÞ þ Vi 1

D ðψÞÞ

kBT

  
,

where ViD is the potential energy from the ith iteration written as the sum of
multiple proper dihedral terms, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the tem-
perature of the MD simulation. Optimal parameters are searched by MC under
the constraint that the effective information Neff, calculated over the N configura-
tions generated by the last MD, as

Neff ¼
½∑N

i¼1wi 
2

∑N
i¼1w

2
i

,

is greater than 0.6. This allows choosing parameters that do not dramatically
alter the starting distribution. A new MD simulation is then performed with the
chosen parameters, and the procedure is repeated until convergence of the scor-
ing function (90, 91).

Data Availability. MD simulation trajectories data have been deposited in
Zenodo [DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.6125995 (92), DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.6125424
(93), and DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.6414572 (94)].
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Assessing the initial TTR fibril model 

After the publication of the previous paper, I further tested the quality of the 

TTR fibril (PDB 2M5M) by an explicit water MD simulation. The simulation 

was performed using GROMACS345 and Charmm22*200,346,347. Short range 

interactions were cut-off at 1 nm, with long range electrostatic handled using the 

particle mesh Ewald scheme348. The fibril was elongated by duplicating and 

aligning TTR monomers, 14880 water molecules were added and no ions were 

necessary. Following energy minimization, a two positional restraint steps were 

performed under NVT condition at 300K temperature for 500 ns using the 

velocity-rescale thermostat349. For the first one all the atoms were restrained, while 

in the second one the restraint was only on the backbone atoms. After, the 

production simulation was performed under NVT conditions at 300K for 335 

ns. Considering the difficulties in simulating an amyloid fibril using a transferable 

force-field the fibril ends were positionally restrained during the production. The 

result was a collapse of the fibril. Additionally, a further test was performed by 

restraining three residues at the N and C terminals of the external chains. 

Although the additional positional restraint, internal chains could not keep a 

proper conformation. Considering the experimental setup89, I subsequently 

added 10% v/v of acetonitrile as shown in Figure 4 by adding 1164 acetonitrile 
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molecules and a total of 14991 water molecules. The acetonitrile parametrization 

was performed by using AmberTools and adapted for Charmm22*. The 

production simulation was performed under NVT conditions at 300K for 367 

ns in the same conditions of the previous one. Interestingly the acetonitrile 

inserted within the fibril cavity displacing the water molecules Figure 4B. Despite 

the addition of acetonitrile, the fibril was not stable as the acetonitrile stabilized 

the cavity it also inserted between the protofilaments of TTR fibril breaking the 

amyloid structure as shown in Figure 4. Thus, I have interpreted this result as a 

clear indication of the importance of acetonitrile in TTR aggregation and the 

reasonable inaccuracy of multi-eGO along with the difficulties of simulating 

fibrils in complicated experimental conditions. 
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Figure 4 – Simulation of the TTR105-115 with acetonitrile. A) The system contained 10% v/v of 
acetonitrile randomly placed in the box and subsequently water molecules were added. B) 
Acetonitrile molecules concentrating within the fibril cavity and protofilaments after 7 ns. C) 
Collapsed fibril at 367 ns (end of the simulation). The interactions between the N and C 
terminals were broken because of the acetonitrile. 
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3. Multi-eGO with prior information 

The methodological basis of multi-eGO was published and reported above. 

Afterwards, several methodological updates, improvements and applications were 

done. In this chapter I will describe the new LJ parametrization along with initial 

testing and results of Aβ42 protein. 

As explained in detail in the paper above, multi-eGO is a hybrid and transferable 

structure-based model defined from an ensemble of simulations and structures. 

Only the heavy atoms (non-Hydrogens) were included. Bonds, angles, and 

improper dihedrals were based on GROMOS54a7 force field, being already 

optimized without non-polar hydrogens. We defined excluded volume 

interactions parameters that is all pairs of atoms that are separated by more than 

3 consecutive covalent bonds (i-i+4) using a custom C(12). In multi-eGO the 

structural information could be obtained from either a PDB structure or an MD 

simulation as an ensemble and parametrized as a LJ potential. The structure-

based ensemble was defined by pairs of atoms farther than one residue along the 

sequence within a 5.5 Å cutoff. Using the TTR peptide we demonstrated the 

advantage of rescaling the LJ potential using an MD probability for each native 
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contact when simulating a short and unstructured peptide. The LJ potential was 

defined as the following equation: 

𝜀𝑖,𝑗 = 𝜀0   1 −
ln 𝑃𝑖,𝑗

𝑀𝐷

ln 𝑃𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝑀𝐷

= −
𝜀0

ln 𝑃𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝑀𝐷

∙ ln
𝑃𝑖,𝑗

𝑀𝐷

𝑃𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝑀𝐷

 Eq 1 

Where 𝜀0 is the initial interaction energy supplied in input, 𝑃𝑖,𝑗
𝑀𝐷 is the fraction 

of frames with a native contact obtained from an implicit solvent in an MD 

simulation using a transferable force-field and 𝑃𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝑀𝐷  is a minimum fraction 

that should be considered. Such LJ parametrization allowed an increase of protein 

flexibility. 

Encouraged by our previous results, we built a multi-eGO model to simulate 

Aβ42 using the published MD trajectories from Löhr et al.183 as reference. As can 

be noted from Figure 5, multi-eGO did not allow to capture the dynamics of the 

reference conformational ensemble of Aβ42 by using the same setup from 

TTR105-115 nor the maximum value for ε. Our interpretation was on the unbalance 

between the probability of local contacts and the contacts residues far in sequence, 

where in the case of an IDP like Aβ42 is particularly emphasized. Further analysis 

of contact probabilities showed native contacts between residues close in sequence 

had a higher probability compared to native contacts far in sequence. Such 
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unbalance between the local and non-local contact probabilities caused an 

elongated protein conformation since the non-local contacts are too weak to 

provide a proper protein conformation. 

Figure 5 – Aβ42 monomer dynamics. Radius of gyration distribution at ε=0.275 (ochre), slightly 
higher ε value (orange), extreme increase of ε (brown), a random coil (RC) simulation (gray), 
Charmm22* (blue) used as a reference model from Löhr et al.183. The initial multi-eGO 
distributions describe an open conformation which does not overlap with the reference. Usually, 
that could suggest an increase of ε which did not resolve the issue. The extreme test of using the 
maximum value of ε describes a permanent dynamic with a single peak around 1.35 nm, 
suggesting an erroneous parametrization of multi-eGO. Observing the RC distribution, suggested 
an improper parametrization of the local contacts. 
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Our hypothesis was supported by the similarity of the radius of gyration between 

the two simulations at ε=0.275, 0.350, and a simulation parametrized with 

bonded parameters exclusively. We defined the latter simulation as random coil 

(RC) where the radius of gyration depends exclusively on the local geometry as 

only exclusions terms are acting as non-bonded parameters. As the RC simulation 

provided information about the local contacts probability required to fine tune 

the LJ potential of local contacts, we improved the parametrization of the LJ 

potential by adding the RC probabilities. As the RC reweight can be applied on 

intramolecular contacts, we differentiated the parametrization by separating 

intramolecular and intermolecular contacts, and updating Eq1 as it follows: 

𝜀𝑖,𝑗 = −
𝜀0

𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎

ln 𝑃
𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝑅𝐶

∙ ln
𝑃𝑖,𝑗

𝑀𝐷

𝑃𝑖,𝑗
𝑅𝐶

 Eq 2 

Here, Pi,j
MD and Pi,j

RC are the fraction of frames having a native contact in the MD 

and RC simulation respectively. In this new parametrization, the minimum 

fraction Pthreshold
RC  is defined by the RC and not by the MD. This new equation 

allowed to balance the definitions of local and non-local contacts permitting the 

proper protein conformation derived from the non-local contacts. 
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Intermolecular contacts derived from PDB structures or MD simulations 

containing more than one molecule interacting were parametrized with the 

reformulated Eq1 as RC cannot be applied on intermolecular contacts: 

𝜀𝑖,𝑗
𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 = −

𝜀0
𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟

ln 𝑃𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝑀𝐷

∙ ln
𝑃𝑖,𝑗

𝑀𝐷

𝑃𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑
𝑀𝐷

 Eq 3 

The implementation of the LJ potential allowed intramolecular contacts to be 

applied also intermolecularly but not the opposite, as intermolecular contacts 

could cause distortions of the protein chain. The intermolecular contacts were 

applied also in cases where different type of molecules were inserted in a multi-

eGO simulation such as a protein-ligand interactions. The separation of 

intramolecular and intermolecular contacts greatly improved multi-eGO as it 

eases the addition of different molecule types by keeping a proper description of 

the local geometry. There were cases where RC probabilities were higher than 

MD ones and it was our interpretation that such contacts should have a repulsive 

term on the local geometry. For this type of contacts only the C(12) was 

parametrized for the LJ potential and rescaled based on the ratio between MD 

probability and RC probability as it follows: 
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𝐶𝑖,𝑗
(12)

= 𝐶
𝑖

(12)
𝐶

𝑗

(12)
− ln

𝑃𝑖,𝑗
𝑀𝐷

𝑃𝑖,𝑗
𝑅𝐶

〈𝑑𝑖,𝑗
𝑀𝐷〉12 Eq 4 

Together, such optimizations allowed a proper representation of structured and 

unstructured full-length proteins as both cases are present during protein 

aggregation. 

This new setup drastically improved the dynamics of Aβ42 molecule as shown in 

Figure 6. The radius of gyration of multi-eGO overlapped with the Charmm22* 

reference (Figure 6A). Comparison of the contacts between multi-eGO and the 

reference, both local and long-distance contacts, showed a high similarity between 

the two models with a score of 2.832 (Figure 6B). A further analysis of the 

reference and multi-eGO was performed by checking RMSD clustering shown 

in Figure 6C. The reference and multi-eGO trajectories were merged and a 

RMSD clustering was performed using a cutoff of 0.78 nm. Multi-eGO was able 

to quantitively reproduce the correct clusters of conformations and their relative 

populations. 
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Figure 6 – Comparisons between the reference and multi-eGO. The LJ potential is parametrized 
by using ε=0.300 for intramolecular contacts and ε=0.280 for intermolecular contacts. (A) Radius 
of gyration distribution of the improved setup of multi-eGO (pink), reference MD (blue) and 
RC (grey). By the addition of RC to balance the LJ potential of local contacts, the radius of 
gyration distribution of multi-eGO and reference overlaps. (B) Contact maps of reference (upper-
left) and multi-eGO (bottom-right). By comparing the two maps it is possible to appreciate the 
accuracy on both local and long-range contacts, suggesting a proper dynamics is achieved by 
multi-eGO.(C) Clustering analysis of multi-eGO and reference simulation. Qualitatively, the 
most represented classes are comparable. 
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The monomer of Aβ42 is also characterized in presence of a ligand preventing 

aggregation by Löhr et al.184. The small molecule stabilizes the native state of 

Aβ42 by a disordered binding mechanism, in which both the small molecule and 

the protein remain disordered. I tested the ability of multi-eGO to reproduce the 

ligand interactions following Eq3 for intermolecular contacts. In Figure 7 it is 

possible to appreciate the ability of multi-eGO to reproduce the ligand 

interactions and potentially simulate the aggregation process with several protein 

monomers and small molecules. 

Figure 7 – Contact probability between the ligand from the reference simulation in blue, two 
different multi-eGO LJ potentials: low ε in red and high ε in green. Although a careful 
optimization of the LJ potential applied on protein-ligand contacts, the key probabilities 
were reproduced. 
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With the new multi-eGO, a simulation involving 1000 Aβ42 monomers at 100 

µM was produced with the aim to simulate protein aggregation. Additionally, a 

second simulation was produced with the addition of 2 mM ligand. Although the 

simulations were short and did not describe a complete sigmoidal aggregation 

kinetics, we were able to observe Aβ42 oligomerization and the transition to a 

fibril-like conformation as shown in Figure 8A. Additionally, we were able to 

observe the interaction between several ligand molecules with Aβ42 oligomers in 

a non-stoichiometry manner displayed in Figure 8B.  

 

Figure 8 – A) Oligomer of 68 Aβ42 monomers. In red the cross-β conformation obtained 
during the rearrangement of molecules during the simulation. B) Aβ42 oligomer 
interacting with several small molecules. The interaction is non-specific and non-
stoichiometric. 
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A third test simulation was produced with a fibril seed which showed the 

elongation of the two ends and an initial secondary nucleation process. In Figure 

9A, Aβ42 monomers interacted with the two ends with the proper conformation 

of the fibril, defining an S-shape. Interestingly, the monomers interacting with 

the seed surface were retained by the N-terminal of the molecules within the seeds 

as shown in Figure 9B. Such observation could potentially explain the secondary 

nucleation process of Aβ42 where sticky N-terminals on the surface ease the 

interaction of monomers. Different monomers interacted with each other until 

an oligomer is formed, determining a catalytic property of the fibril surface.  

Figure 9 – A) Top view of the last frame of Aβ42 seeded aggregation with free monomers in red 
and seed in blue. It is possible to observe the free monomers arranging at the seed end in the 
proper S-shaped conformation. B) Side view of the fibril seed with a monomer interacting with 
the N-terminal of the fibril molecules. The N-terminal is not modelled in Cryo-EM maps, thus 
are disordered, and not involved in the cross-β. 
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3.   Conclusions and Future 

Perspectives 

“Nessuno è più basito” 

Arianna Dell’Arti 
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In this thesis, I developed a simplified force-field to simulate protein aggregation. 

Using state-of-the-art computing resources, it allows to simulate thousands of 

monomers at atomic resolution (excluding hydrogens) and qualitatively provide 

aggregation models. It can be applied to any protein of interest as the bonded and 

excluded volume interactions are derived from a transferable force-field and 

consequently optimized. Multi-eGO is ensemble-based, learning the structural 

information from multiple references and symmetrized, so interacting pairs can 

be applied both intramolecularly and intermolecularly. In our first work we 

demonstrated the multi-eGO potential by simulating the aggregation of TTR105-

115 resulting in compatible kinetics and structures with reference experimental 

results. The difficulties encountered in the topology description of the TTR 

peptide fibrils using multi-eGO could be partially explained by the results of the 

fibril simulation using acetonitrile. The cavity is mainly filled by acetonitrile 

instead of water, thus multi-eGO might require additional details and 

acetonitrile. The application of multi-eGO using Aβ42 protein emphasized 

major issues in local geometry as shown in Figure 5 and addressed by updating 

the method by the insertion of a prior information of the protein chain. In Figure 

6 the striking improvement is shown by a comparison of radius of gyration, 

contact map and RMSD clustering. Such promising results led to the simulation 
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of Aβ42 aggregation and the possibility to insert small molecules in multi-eGO. 

The aggregation kinetics was not fully described as the simulation was not long 

enough. However, multi-eGO managed to describe the oligomerization of Aβ42 

and the transition from an unstructured oligomer to a fibril-like one. This 

encouraging result proves the potentiality of multi-eGO in simulating the 

atomistic details of protein aggregation. Seeded aggregation showed the 

possibility to study the elongation process but more important, the secondary 

nucleation process, as it is a drug discovery target to treat AD. The addition of a 

small molecule in an aggregation simulation can potentially be exploited in drug 

discovery processes as several thousand of protein and ligands can be simulated. 

The addition of a small molecule was a promising proof of concept. Contact 

probabilities were compatible with the reference simulation, although a proper 

parametrization of bonded interaction is mandatary as the ligand geometry was 

too rigid. A systematic approach to improve local geometry would be necessary 

as it was applied on proteins.  

Future developments of multi-eGO include use of data-driven simulations (e.g., 

SAXS data, chemical shift, Cryo-EM density maps) for the training of the multi-

eGO potential, or in case of observables relative to large assemblies, integration 
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of experimental data in multi-eGO simulation. As misfolded protein and 

oligomers expose hydrophobic residues, a future addition would be lipids 

parametrization as an aim to simulate protein aggregates in presence of a cellular 

membrane. Moreover, a future parametrization of glycans and nucleic acids can 

further expand the possibilities of multi-eGO as it would be possible to simulate 

the self-assembly of macromolecular complexes. 
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Supplementary methods 

 

Simulations details: TTR105-115 monomer in explicit solvent 

TTR105-115 peptide in solution does not possess a unique well-defined structure being too short, 

consequently we performed a reference simulation using the a99SB-disp (1) force field. The 

starting structure was obtained from pdb 4TLT and the simulation was set to resemble the 

experimental conditions of TTR105-115 aggregation, therefore, to be at pH 2.0 we protonated the N- 

and C- termini. The molecule was solvated with 3408 water molecules in a dodecahedron box 

initially 0.9 nm larger than the chain in each direction. One chlorine ion was added to neutralize the 

charges. Short range interactions were cut-off at 1 nm, with long range electrostatic handled using 

the particle mesh Ewald scheme (2). Lincs constraints were applied only to bonded hydrogens (3). 

 

Following energy minimization, a positional restraint step was performed under NVT conditions at 

300K temperature for 500 ps using the velocity-rescale thermostat (4); then the cell-rescale 

barostat (5) was used to equilibrate the system in the NPT ensemble to the target pressure of 1 

atm for 1000 ps. A production MD simulation under NPT ensemble was run for 1.5 µs. This 

reference simulation was then analyzed to obtain the monomer native pairs and their corresponding 

interaction strength. These were defined as all the pairs of atoms, more than one residue apart, 

being closer than 5.5 Å with a population P larger than a threshold Pthreshold, 0.09 in this case. 

 

Simulations details: Multi-eGO TTR105-115 fibril 

The strength of the native pair interactions ε is the only parameter to be set empirically, this value 

is then used as it is for all native pairs obtained from the fibril structure, while it is scaled as in 

equation (1) for native pairs obtained from the simulation of the monomer. To find an optimal value 

for TTR105-115, we performed multiple simulations at fixed temperature using a pre-formed fibril. The 

fibril model was obtained extracting 64 chains from pdb 2M5K (6). Multiple simulations were 

performed testing a range of ε values between 0.265 and 0.295 kJ/mol at 315 K using a Langevin 

dynamics with an inverse friction constant of 50 ps and a timestep of 5 fs. The structure was placed 

in a cubic box 10 nm larger than the fibril in each direction. After the energy minimization and a 

positional restraint simulation of 1 ns, production simulations were performed for 200 ns. The 

optimal ε value was chosen to be the highest at which the structure of the fibril was stable with fibril 

ends monomers showing some flexibility and ability to partially detach from the fibril. An ε value of 

0.275 kJ/mol has then been used for all subsequent simulations.  

 

Simulations details: Multi-eGO TTR105-115 aggregation kinetics 

To setup the simulations for aggregation kinetics a monomer model was extracted from Y105 to 

S115 using pdb 4TLT (7) as reference and then, the C-terminal oxygen was added. Four thousand 

molecules were randomly placed in a cubic box whose side length depends on the desired 

concentration as 𝑙𝑒𝑛 [𝑛𝑚] =  10
!

+
"#$%

&![(]

"

, where nmol is the number of molecules to add in the 

system, NA is the Avogadro Number, and [C] is the concentration. The resulting volumes are in the 

range of 1 attoliter. The system energy was minimized and then thermalized at a constant 

temperature of 310 K using positions restraint for 1 ns. Simulations were then performed at 5 

different concentration, 13 mM, 11.5 mM, 10 mM, 8.5 mM, and 7 mM in triplicate and evolved long 

enough to form stable fibrils including most of the monomers. Furthermore, three seeded 

simulations were performed at 7 mM using a structure of a 10 molecules protofilament obtained at 

13 mM as a seed. To analyze the simulations, we used a modified version of the GROMACS 

clustsize tool and homemade python scripts based on MDTraj (8) and MDAnalysis (9, 10). clustsize 

provides a matrix of clusters-sizes as a function of time. The kinetic curves were built by multiplying 

the number of clusters at every frame by the cluster dimension. Four multi-GO aggregation kinetics 

were initialized similarly, but using 2000 monomers and concentrations of 2, 1, 0.7 and 0.5 mM, 

respectively. 

 

TTR105-115 peptide synthesis 

TTR105-115 peptide (YTIAALLSPYS) was prepared by microwave assisted Fmoc solid-phase peptide 

synthesis on Wang resin (0.4 mmol/g loading) using the CEM Liberty Blue synthesizer. The 
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coupling reaction was performed with 5 eq excess of the amino acid (0.2 M in DMF), DIC (0.5 M in 

DMF) and Oxyma Pure (1M in DMF) as coupling reagents. The MW cycle was as following: 15s at 

75°C, 170W followed by 110s at 90°C, 40W. N-Fmoc deprotection was performed using 20% 

piperidine in DMF with a MW cycle of 15s at 75°C, 155 W, followed by 60 s at 90°C, 50 W. Full-

cleavage from the resin was performed by shaking the resin for 3 hours in a mixture of 

TFA/TIPS/H2O/phenol 90:2.5:2.5:5. After cleavage, the peptide was precipitated and washed using 

ice-cold diethyl ether. TTR105-115 was purified in reverse-phase by using RP-HPLC with a ADAMAS 

C-18 column from Sepachrom (10 μm, 250 × 21.2 mm, phase A 0.1% TFA in water, phase B: 1% 

TFA in ACN with a gradient of 20-100% phase B over 40 min at a flow rate of 20 mL/min.).  

 

TTR105-115 aggregation assays 

Lyophilized TTR105-115 peptide was dissolved at 13 mM in 10% acetonitrile/water solution and pH 

adjusted to 2.5 with HCl. The solution was sonicated on ice for 15 min and then centrifugated at 

4°C for 15 min at 20800 x g. The stock solution was eventually diluted to the final concentrations 

for the experiments (13 mM, 10 mM, and 7 mM) in 10% acetonitrile/water solution. Freshly prepared 

ThT was added to a final concentration of 20 µM. 50 µL of each condition was then pipetted into 

black polystyrene 96-well half-area plates with clear bottoms and polyethylene glycol coating 

(Corning). Each condition was performed in duplicate in each experiment. Plates were sealed to 

prevent evaporation and incubated at 37 °C under quiescent conditions in a Varioskan Lux plate 

reader (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Upon excitation at 450 nm, fluorescence at 480 nm was recorded 

through the bottom of the plate every 120 min. All the experiments were performed in triplicates, 

except for the 10 mM condition that was done in duplicate. The mean ThT fluorescence values 

from the independent experiments were normalized and subjected to nonlinear regression analysis, 

using Boltzmann sigmoidal equation.  

TEM analysis on TTR105-115 fibrils 

Freshly prepared TTR105-115 fibrils were analyzed by TEM. 4-μl droplet of sample was applied onto 

a 400-mesh copper carbon-coated grids (Agar Scientific) glow discharged for 30 s at 30 mA using 

a GloQube system (Quorum Technologies). After 1-min incubation, excess of sample was removed 

and the grid was stained with 2% (wt/v) uranyl acetate solution, blotted dry, and imaged on a Talos 

L120C transmission electron microscope (Thermo Fisher Scientific) operating at 120 kV. 

Morphological characterization of the fibrils was performed using the software ImageJ (11). 
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Figure S1. Schematic representation of multi-GO and multi-eGO models. Multi-GO model is based 

completely on two structures, one representing the native structure and one the fibril structure. 

Multi-eGO model instead includes information about the conformational dynamics of the native 

state and the fibril structure, furthermore multi-eGO local geometry is described using a transferable 

potential. 
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Figure S2. (A) Secondary structures populations for the TTR105-115 monomer simulated using the 

a99SB-disp (top), multi-GO (middle) and multi-eGO (bottom) force fields. (B) Simulated 

aggregation kinetics using multi-GO. Curves represent the number of monomers involved in an 

aggregate of at least 10 monomers as a function of nominal simulation time. (C) Representative 

structure of amyloid fibrils formed at the end of the multi-GO aggregation kinetics. 
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Figure S3. (A) Per residue probability contact map for the TTR105-115 peptide conformational 

ensemble according to a MD simulation with a99SB-disp (lower left) and multi-GO (upper right). 

(B) Lower left multi-GO, Upper right multi-eGO.  
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Figure S4. Growth rates, r, as a function of the initial monomer concentration, for the 15 simulated 

aggregation kinetics. 
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Figure S5. Fibrils grow for all simulations. The size of every fibril formed in the simulation is defined 

by the number of monomers. At high concentration different fibrils are formed and during the 

simulation they merge into a single fibril as pointed by the gaps. 
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Figure S6. Number of monomers, dimers and trimers formed over time for each simulation. 
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Figure S7. Time resolved evolution of oligomers order for all simulations before tlag. 
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Figure S8. Distribution of the radius of gyration (left) and per residue average beta structure (right) 

for the oligomers, from dimers to decamers. populated during the multi-eGO aggregation kinetics 

until tlag. 
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Figure S9. Chemical kinetics analysis by Amylofit of the 15 simulated aggregation kinetics traces. 

The data are fitted using the multi-step secondary nucleation, unseeded model. 
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Table S1. Detailed description of fibrils morphologies obtained in-silico. 
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320 10 5 -0.59 1513 

198 4 2 -0.58 206 
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1
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1 4 
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280 12 4 -0.50 1717 

220 8 3 -0.23 909 

210 5 2 -0.85 336 

2 3 

330 11 4 -0.24 1717 

300 11 3 -0.24 1560 

250 5 4 -0.30 713 
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Table S2. Detailed description of in vitro fibrils morphologies.  

 

 Crossover (Å)* 
Estimated 

twist (°) 

Maximum 

width (Å)
Δ
 

Estimated 

number of 

filaments in a 

fibril
•
 

Width at 

crossover (Å) 

I 1041 ± 24 -0.81 115 ± 11 3 39 ± 6 

II 1112 ± 57 -0.76 237 ± 28 6 36 ± 3 

III 1121 ± 33 -0.75 171 ± 9 5 36 ± 2 

IV 1185 ± 43 -0.71 326 ± 21 8 36 ± 4 

V 1060 ± 20 -0.80 247 ± 1 6 35 ± 1 

VI 1115 ± 39 -0.76 191 ± 1 5 ND 

* Crossover is defined as the length between two consecutive twists.  

˜ Estimated twist is calculated by dividing 180° by the estimated number of molecules in a 

crossover (calculated considering an average distance between molecules of 4.7 Å).  
Δ
 Width is defined as the maximum diameter at the largest point within a crossover. 

• 
Calculated considering a peptide length of 38 Å 
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Movie S1 (separate file).   

Multi-eGO MD trajectory for the aggregation kinetics of the first replica at 13 mM. 

Available in Dataset S1, https://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6125995 

Movie S2 (separate file).   

Multi-eGO MD trajectory for the aggregation kinetics of the second replica at 7 mM. 

Available in Dataset S1, https://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6125995 

Movie S3 (separate file).   

Multi-eGO MD trajectory for the aggregation kinetics of the first seeded replica at 7 mM. 

Available in Dataset S1, https://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6125995 

 

Dataset S1 (separate file).   

DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.6125995 

https://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6125995  

Molecular dynamics simulation trajectories of TTR peptide monomers and aggregation kinetics: 

• Amber99sb_disp: TTR monomer in explicit solvent using amber99disp force field. 

• multi-GO-monomer: TTR monomer simulation using the multi-GO force field 

• multi-eGO-monomer: TTR monomer simulation using the multi-eGO ensemble force field. 

• multi-eGO-XXmM-Y: aggregation kinetics simulations of TTR using the multi-eGO force 

field at 13 mM, 11.5 mM and 10 mM concentration; replicate Y 

• .ipynb files: analysis scripts employed for the aggregation kinetics simulations. 

 

Dataset S2 (separate file).   

DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.6125424 

https://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6125424  

Molecular dynamics simulation trajectories of TTR peptide aggregation kinetics: 

• multi-eGO-XXmM-Y: aggregation kinetics simulations of TTR using the multi-eGO force 

field at 8.5 mM, 7 mM and 7 mM seeded; replicate Y. 

 

Dataset S3 (separate file).   

DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.6414572 

https://dx.doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.6414572  

Multi-GO Molecular dynamics simulation trajectories of TTR peptide and aggregation 

kinetics; multi-eGO oligomer structures and trajectories: 
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• multi-GO-XXmM: aggregation kinetics simulations of TTR using the multi-eGO 

force field at XXmM concentration. 

• Ensembles of all the oligomers, from dimers to decamers, sampled in each multi-

eGO aggregation kinetics simulation. 
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Inactivation of the Pyrimidine Biosynthesis pyrD Gene
Negatively Affects Biofilm Formation and Virulence
Determinants in the Crohn’s Disease-Associated Adherent
Invasive Escherichia coli LF82 Strain

Elio Rossi † , Gabriella Leccese †, Valerio Baldelli , Alessia Bibi , Emanuele Scalone, Carlo Camilloni ,

Moira Paroni * and Paolo Landini *

Department of Biosciences, Università degli Studi di Milano, 20133 Milano, Italy; elio.rossi@unimi.it (E.R.);
gabriella.leccese@unimi.it (G.L.); valerio.baldelli@unimi.it (V.B.); alessia.bibi@unimi.it (A.B.);
emanuele.scalone@unimi.it (E.S.); carlo.camilloni@unimi.it (C.C.)
* Correspondence: moira.paroni@unimi.it (M.P.); paolo.landini@unimi.it (P.L.)
† These authors contributed equally to this work.

Abstract: In Crohn’s disease (CD) patients, the adherent-invasive Escherichia coli (AIEC) pathovar
contributes to the chronic inflammation typical of the disease via its ability to invade gut epithelial
cells and to survive in macrophages. We show that, in the AIEC strain LF82, inactivation of the
pyrD gene, encoding dihydroorotate dehydrogenase (DHOD), an enzyme of the de novo pyrimidine
biosynthetic pathway, completely abolished its ability of to grow in a macrophage environment-
mimicking culture medium. In addition, pyrD inactivation reduced flagellar motility and strongly
affected biofilm formation by downregulating transcription of both type 1 fimbriae and curli subunit
genes. Thus, the pyrD gene appears to be essential for several cellular processes involved in AIEC
virulence. Interestingly, vidofludimus (VF), a DHOD inhibitor, has been proposed as an effective
drug in CD treatment. Despite displaying a potentially similar binding mode for both human and
E. coli DHOD in computational molecular docking experiments, VF showed no activity on either
growth or virulence-related processes in LF82. Altogether, our results suggest that the crucial role
played by the pyrD gene in AIEC virulence, and the presence of structural differences between E. coli

and human DHOD allowing for the design of specific inhibitors, make E. coli DHOD a promising
target for therapeutical strategies aiming at counteracting chronic inflammation in CD by acting
selectively on its bacterial triggers.

Keywords: adherent-invasive E. coli (AIEC); Crohn’s disease; dihydroorotate dehydrogenase (DHOD);
curli fibers; stress response; virulence; adhesion factors

1. Introduction

Crohn’s disease (CD) is characterized by chronic intestinal inflammation resulting
from inappropriate and persistent activation of the intestinal mucosal immune system [1].
The pathophysiology of CD is multifactorial, including genetic and environmental factors
resulting in an aberrant immune response [2–6]. Arguably, however, one of the main
factors in CD pathogenesis is gut microbiota dysbiosis [7,8]. Indeed, metagenomic analysis
of human gut microbiota in CD patients has outlined clear pattern changes in microbial
abundances in comparison to healthy individuals, such as a depletion of symbionts belong-
ing to the Firmicutes phylum, like Bifidobacteria and Clostridia [9,10]. It is thought that
these bacterial species might exert a protective effect by production of short chain fatty
acids, such as butyrate, with anti-inflammatory effects [11]. In contrast, adherent-invasive
Escherichia coli (AIEC) have consistently been found to be enriched in ileal specimens from
CD patients in comparison to healthy subjects [12]. Although early reports suggested
a more predominant role of AIEC in CD than in ulcerative colitis (UC), the other main
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inflammatory bowel disease, other works point to a role of the pathogen even in the latter
disease [13,14]. The important role played by AIEC in IBD pathogenicity depends on
their ability to invade intestinal epithelial cells and increase their permeability, triggering
secretion of pro-inflammatory cytokines, thus ultimately resulting in chronic inflamma-
tion [15,16]. In addition, AIEC strains are able to survive and even replicate within human
macrophages [17], leading to over-induction of the innate immune response. An extensive
genetic and functional analysis, mostly carried out on the AIEC strain LF82, has identi-
fied several virulence factors and regulatory pathways involved in cell invasion and the
induction of chronic inflammation in the human host, namely adhesion factors such as
type 1 pili [18,19], specific invasive genes such as ibeA [20], regulatory genes such as the σE

network [21], and efflux pumps [22].
Due to the direct role played by microorganisms in the disease, antibiotic treatments

are routinely used in Crohn’s disease treatment: for instance, an association of metron-
idazole and of the anti-inflammatory drug azathioprine has been shown to be effective
in preventive post-operative Crohn’s recurrence [23]. Interestingly, azathioprine is itself
an antimicrobial drug, able to inhibit growth ofMycobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis,
another bacterium associated with Crohn’s disease [24], and to impair virulence factors’
production in AIEC [25]. However, the long-term effectiveness of antibiotic treatments is
questionable, as they seem to further promote dysbiosis, thus not tackling, or sometimes
even exacerbating, one of the main triggers for chronic inflammation [26]. To amelio-
rate dysbiosis, probiotics, especially bacteria of the Lactobacillus and Bifidobacterium
genera, have been utilised on CD patients, but clinical studies on probiotic efficacy are
inconclusive [27–29]. Recently, we have performed an in vitro study comparing the im-
munomodulatory effects of Lactobacilli and Bifidobacteria probiotic strains, showing that
production of pro-inflammatory cytokines and the activation of the IL-23/Th17 axis in
response to AIEC is effectively counteracted by probiotics in cells from healthy subjects
and from individuals suffering with ulcerative colitis, but not in cells from CD patients [30],
thus suggesting that probiotics might have a limited impact in CD.

In this manuscript, we report that a mutation inactivating the pyrD gene of the AIEC
LF82 strain results in the loss of its ability to grow in a macrophage environment-mimicking
medium and inhibits biofilm and virulence determinants, such as curli fibers, type 1
fimbriae, and flagellar motility. The pyrD gene encodes dihydroorotate dehydrogenase
(DHOD), an enzyme involved in the de novo biosynthesis of pyrimidines. Thus, our
results point to a role of intracellular pyrimidine concentrations as a regulatory signal
for genes involved in virulence and in host interaction, as already identified for other
pathogenic bacteria such as Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Shigella flexneri [31,32]. Based
on the observation that E. coli DHOD not only differs from the human enzyme, but also
has a low sequence identity to DHOD from probiotic species like Lactococcus lactis, we
propose that the development of specific inhibitors of E. coli DHOD might be a potentially
interesting therapeutic strategy for CD remission via selective inhibition of AIEC growth
and virulence.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Transposon Mutagenesis, Mutant Identification, and Screening on Acidic and
Nutrient- Poor Medium

Transposon insertion mutagenesis was carried out using the EZ-Tn5<R6Kγori/KAN-2>
transposome (Lucigen, Middleton, WI, USA) on LF82, an AIEC strain originally isolated
from an ileal biopsy specimen from a CD patient [33]. Transposon mutagenesis and the
determination of a transposon insertion site by rescue cloning were carried out according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. Through multiple transformation rounds, we obtained
a library of 10,058 kanamycin resistant mutants, i.e., a 2.2× coverage of the E. coli LF82
genome (4534 genes). Growth in acidic and nutrient-poor medium (Acid Medium: 100 mM
bis-Tris, 0.1% Casamino Acids, 0.16% glycerol, and 10 µMMgCl2, and the pH was adjusted
to 5.8 with 10M HCl) [34] was determined as follows: overnight bacterial cultures grown
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in Yeast extract/Casamino acid (YESCA) medium (10 g/L casamino acids, 1.5 g/L Yeast
extract) at 37 ◦C were diluted to OD600 = 0.02 in Acid Medium and overnight growth was
constantly monitored in a microplate reader (SAFAS MP96).

2.2. Adhesion Factor Detection, Biofilm Quantification, Motility Assay, MIC Determination and
LPS Integrity Evaluation

For phenotypical assays, bacteria were grown in YESCA medium, either at 30 ◦C
or at 37 ◦C. When necessary, uracil was added at 0.25 mM from a 50 mM uracil solution
in 50% dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO); 0.25% DMSO was always added to control cultures.
For adhesion factor detection, bacteria were grown on YESCA agar medium supplemented
with either 0.004% Congo red and 0.002% Coomassie blue (CR) or 0.005% calcofluor (CF);
dyes were always added to the medium after autoclaving. Bacteria were grown for 24 h at
either 30 ◦C or 37 ◦C; phenotypes were better detected after a further 24–48 h incubation
at 4 ◦C.

Biofilm formation was determined using the crystal violet (CV) assay as described
previously [25]. For flagellar motility assays, bacterial cells were grown overnight in YESCA
and normalized to an OD600 = 1. For each culture, 3 µL were spotted at the centre of a
motility agar plate in the same growth medium used for overnight cultures, supplemented
with 0.3% agar. Motility was determined by the diameter of the area colonized by the
bacteria after 15 h of growth at 37 ◦C.

Determination of minimal inhibitory concentrations (MIC) of vidofludimus for LF82
was performed using standard 1:2 dilution methods in liquid YESCA medium, using an
inoculum of 2 × 105 cfu/mL. To assess vidofludimus antimicrobial activity on Gram
positive bacteria, we performed MIC determination on Bacillus cereus strain 971 and
Staphylococcus epidermidis ATCC 155.

To evaluate LPS integrity, overnight cultures of LF82 and LF82pyrD::Tn5 mutants
grown in YESCAmediumwere normalized to OD600 = 1.0 and serially diluted 1:10 six times.
3 µL of each dilution were spotted on LB and MacConkey agar in triplicates and plates
were incubated overnight at 37 ◦C.

2.3. Gene Expression Determination by Quantitative Real-Time PCR

For RNA isolation, strains were grown either to mid-log phase or to the onset of the
stationary phase in YESCA medium at 30 ◦C. Bacterial cells were harvested by centrifuga-
tion at 10,000× g for 5 min at 4 ◦C and cell pellets resuspended in 300 µL of DNA/RNA
Shield (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA, USA). Total RNA was extracted using the Quick-RNA
Miniprep Kit (Zymo Research, Irvine, CA, USA) after the addition of 1 mg/mL Lysozyme
and 400 µg/mL Proteinase K to the ruspended pellet. RNA samples were checked by
agarose gel electrophoresis to assess lack of degradation and quantified spectrophotometri-
cally. Genomic DNA removal and reverse transcription were performed on 1 µg of total
RNA, along with negative control samples incubated without reverse transcriptase using
the QuantiTect Reverse Transcription Kit (Qiagen, Germantown, MD, USA). cDNA syn-
thesis efficiency was verified by electrophoresis on agarose gel in comparison to negative
controls. Real-time PCR was performed using the SYBR Green PCR master mixture, and
the results were determined with a Rotor-Gene 3000 detection system (Corbett Research,
Saffron Walden, UK). Reaction mixtures (15 µL) included 0.1 µg cDNA and 300 nM primers
in the reaction buffer and enzyme supplied by the manufacturer. Primer sequences are
listed in Table S1. A minimum of three biologically independent experiments were consid-
ered for analysis; negative control samples (i.e., non-retrotranscribed RNA) never showed
significant threshold cycles. The relative transcript amounts were determined using 16S
rRNA as the reference gene ([CtGene of interest-Ct16S] = ∆Ct value).

2.4. Computational Models for Vidofludimus Binding to Dihydroorotate Dehydrogenase (DHOD)
from Different Organisms

Docking calculations were performed using Glide version 2021.3. Receptor structures
(hDHOD, PDB code: 2PRL and EcDHOD, PDB code: 1F76) were prepared using the Protein
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PreparationWizard of theMaestro graphical user interface (Schrödinger suite https://www.
schrodinger.com/, Schrödinger, Mannheim, Germany) by removing all crystallographic
waters and additives and optimizing the orientation of hydrogen bonds and the protonation
state of histidine, aspartic acid and glutamic acid. The protein preparation was followed
by a restrained minimization of the whole system. Target grids were built on receptor
structures. Ligand sampling was set to ’Flexible’ and we included the Epik state penalties
in the docking score. For each compound, 5 poses were saved after a post-minimization of
the ligand structure within the binding site. The docking protocol was initially tested for its
ability to reproduce the binding mode of the native R2C in the crystal structure (2PRL). The
programwas successful in reproducing the experimentally determined binding mode of the
compound as it corresponds to the best-scored pose. Then, docking with VF was followed
by a 50 ns long Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation using the first predicted pose. MD
simulations were performed using the Desmond package of the Schrödinger suite. The
chosen force field was OPLS4. The systems were solvated in a dodecahedron hexagon
box with a 10 Å buffer and using TIP3P as water and 0.15 M of NaCl. MD simulation was
preceded by energy minimization and equilibration steps.

2.5. Statistical Analysis

Statistical analysis was performed with Prism 9 software (GraphPad Software, San
Diego, CA, USA). Student’s t-tests for unpaired or paired samples were used to evalu-
ate differences between means. Statistical significance between the means of more than
two groups were performed using one-way ANOVA computing the Tukey’s multiple
comparisons test to evaluate differences between groups.

3. Results

3.1. Mutant Selection in an Acidic and Nutrient Stress Medium Mimicking the Macrophage
Vacuole Environment

In order to identify genes that might be involved in AIEC virulence, we created a
transposon mutagenesis library in the LF82 strain, using the EZ-Tn5<R6Kγori/KAN-2>
transposome (Lucigen, WI, USA). Transposon insertion mutants were screened for their
ability to grow in acid medium, recreating the harsh environment of the macrophage
vacuole, characterized by low pH and limited nutrient availability [34]. Indeed, in this
medium, even the LF82 parental strain was only able to carry out roughly two replications,
with a maximal growth rate of 0.24 h−1 (Figure 1A and Figure S1). Out of the 10058
transposon mutants screened, 141 showed either a complete loss or a strong reduction in
their ability to grow in acid medium, which was, however, often accompanied by growth
defects also in the YESCA medium. Thus, we focused our attention on one mutant whose
growth was not affected in YESCA, but totally abolished in acid medium. This mutant was
compared to its parental LF82 strain in a more standardized experiment in which fresh
overnight cultures of either strain grown in YESCA were resuspended to an OD600 = 0.085
and incubated overnight in acid medium, confirming total lack of growth by the mutant
(Figure 1A).

The transposon insertion was mapped within the pyrD gene, encoding DHOD, the
enzyme catalyzing the fourth step of the de novo pyrimidine biosynthesis, and the mu-
tant strain will be referred to as LF82pyrD::Tn5 from now on. The transposon insertion
site lies at nucleotide 368 of the 1011-bp long pyrD gene, immediately downstream of a
portion of the gene coding for a domain involved in substrate binding, thus suggesting
functional inactivation of the pyrD gene (Figure 1B). Loss of pyrD function was confirmed
by restoration of LF82pyrD::Tn5 growth in acid medium by addition of 0.25 mM uracil
(Figure 1A), which would also suggest that absence of exogenous pyrimidines, rather than
acid sensitivity, is the reason for LF82pyrD::Tn5 inability to grow in this medium. Indeed,
AIEC mutants deficient in pyrimidine biosynthesis have already been shown to be unable
to survive in macrophages [35]. Although exogenous uracil rescued its defective phenotype
in acid medium, the LF82pyrD::Tn5 mutant still showed a longer lag phase (120 vs. 75 min)
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and a slightly, albeit statistically significant, slower growth rate (0.21 vs. 0.24 h−1) than
its parental strain even when exogenous uracil was provided (Figure 1A and Figure S1),
suggesting that the pyrDmutation might affect LF82 fitness in acid medium even in the
presence of excess pyrimidine availability.

Figure 1. (A) Growth curves for LF82 (black) and LF82pyrD::Tn5 (LF82pyrDmagenta) in acid medium
mimicking the macrophage environment, either in the presence of 0.25 mM uracil (dashed lines)
or 0.25% dimethyl sulfoxide DMSO (solid lines); (B) Localization of the EZ-Tn5<R6Kγori/KAN-2>
transposon insertion site in the pyrD gene.

3.2. The LF82pyrD::Tn5 Mutant Is Impaired in Biofilm Formation and Adhesion Factors’
Production and Displays a Slightly Reduced Flagellar Motility

In previous works, we showed that perturbations of intracellular nucleotide pools
strongly affect biofilm formation and adhesion factors’ production in E. coli: indeed, in
the E. coliMG1655 laboratory strain, mutations in de novo pyrimidine biosynthesis genes
strongly downregulate curli production, a major adhesion factor [36]. Likewise, the purine
analogue azathioprine, and other 6-mercaptopurine drugs, can impair both curli fibers’
production and cell motility in LF82 [25].

To assess whether the pyrD mutation could also impair bacterial adhesion and cell
motility, both involved in AIEC virulence, we performed crystal violet biofilm staining and
swimming motility assays comparing LF82 to its LF82pyrD::Tn5 derivative (Figure 2A).
Since curli fibers production in most E. coli strains, including LF82 [25], is strongly inhibited
at 37 ◦C in liquid media, we also performed biofilm and adhesion factor assays at 30 ◦C.
Indeed, the LF82 wild type strain was more proficient in biofilm formation at 30 ◦C than
at 37 ◦C, consistent with the production of curli fibers at lower growth temperatures
(Figure 2A); however, the LF82pyrD::Tn5 mutant strain displayed a significant reduction in
biofilm formation at both 30 ◦C and 37 ◦C, possibly suggesting the inhibition of multiple
adhesion factors by the pyrDmutation (Figure 2A). The impaired ability to form biofilm
by the LF82pyrD::Tn5 mutant is not due to any reduction in overall growth in the YESCA
medium (Figure S2).

To further confirm the effects of the LF82pyrD::Tn5 mutation on curli fibers production,
we performed phenotypic assays on solid medium supplemented with either Congo red
or Calcofluor, dyes that can bind both curli fibers and the extracellular polysaccharide
cellulose, often co-produced with curli, as well as other cell surface structures. While LF82
showed, respectively, red and fluorescent phenotypes on either Congo red (CR)- or cal-
cofluor (CF)-supplemented media, binding to either dye was affected in the LF82pyrD::Tn5
mutant, particularly at 37 ◦C (Figure 2B), at which the mutant strain totally loses fluo-
rescence on CF-supplemented medium and the pinkish coloration on CR displayed by
its parental strain. Supplementation of 0.25 mM uracil fully overcame the effects of the
pyrDmutations, restoring the ability of LF82pyrD::Tn5 to bind either dye (Figure 2B), thus
strongly suggesting that LF82pyrD::Tn5 phenotypes are indeed due to a reduction of the
pyrimidine availability.
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Figure 2. (A) Biofilm formation, measured as surface adhesion to polystyrene microtiter plates,
using the Crystal violet method. Cultures were grown overnight in Yeast extract/Casamino acid
(YESCA) medium at either 30 ◦C or 37 ◦C. Results of four independent values and median are
shown. **, p-value < 0.01; ****, p-value < 0.0001, One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s test for multiple
comparisons; (B) LF82 and LF82pyrD::Tn5 (LF82pyrD) phenotypes grown either at 30 ◦C or 37 ◦C on
YESCA medium, either with or without uracil supplementation, in the presence of either Congo red
(CR) or Calcofluor (CF); (C) Swimming motility on YESCA soft agar plates (typical experiment, right)
and measurement of halo diameters (three independent experiments and median are shown, left).
**, p-value < 0.01, ***, p-value < 0.001, ****, p-value < 0.0001, Two-way ANOVA with Šidák’s test for
multiple comparisons.

Finally, LF82pyrD::Tn5 is also impaired in cellular motility (Figure 2C), suggesting
that perturbation of intracellular pyrimidine nucleotide pools also affects this important
virulence-related cell process in AIEC [21]. Interestingly, however, unlike for CR and CF
phenotypes (Figure 2B), uracil supplementation did not restore full cellular motility to the
mutant strain, thus suggesting that the modulation of flagellar motility might depend on
the relative concentrations of some de novo pyrimidine biosynthesis pathway intermediates
rather than the overall pyrimidine intracellular concentration.
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Results in Figure 2 show that the LF82pyrD::Tn5 strain is hindered in production of
adhesion factors, in biofilm formation and in cell motility. We reasoned that mutations in
de novo pyrimidine biosynthesis might reduce the pool of UTP available for the activation
of sugar precursors, thus affecting the production of extracellular polysaccharides such as
peptidoglycan and lipopolysaccharide (LPS). In particular, mutations affecting LPS integrity
have been shown to affect both adhesion to solid surfaces and cell motility in E. coli [37].
Thus, in order to verify whether the LPS structure might be impaired in the LF82pyrD::Tn5
strain, we determined its viability on MacConkey medium, as production of incomplete or
aberrant LPS makes E. coli sensitive to bile salts present in this medium [38]. As shown in
Figure S3A, we could not detect any reduction in viability comparing LF82pyrD::Tn5 strain
growth in LB vs. MacConkey medium, thus suggesting that inactivation of the pyrD gene
does not result in extensive perturbation of the LPS structure. As further assessment of the
integrity of the cell envelope in the LF82pyrD::Tn5 mutant strain, we tested the activation
of the σE-dependent lptD gene [39], as the σE regulon is activated in response to changes
in LPS structure [40]: again, no induction of lptD transcription was observed in the pyrD
mutant strain (Figure S3B).

3.3. The pyrD::Tn5 Mutation Results in Transcription Downregulation of Genes Encoding Curli
Fibers and Type 1 Fimbriae

Inhibition of curli production in the LF82pyrD::Tn5 mutant would be consistent with
our previous observations that inactivation of genes of the de novo pyrimidine biosynthetic
pathway negatively impacts curli and cellulose production in the E. coliMG1655 laboratory
strain via the downregulation of the csgDEFG operon [36]. The first gene of the csgDEFG
operon codes for the CsgD regulatory protein that activates transcription of the csgBAC
operon, encoding curli structural subunits, and of the adrA (dgcC) gene, which in turn
promotes cellulose production by acting on the product of the cellulose biosynthetic bcs
operon at the enzymatic level [41,42]. To verify this hypothesis, we compared expression
of curli- and cellulose-related genes in LF82pyrD::Tn5 versus its parental strain. Gene
expression was determined at 30 ◦C, both during exponential growth and at the onset of
the stationary phase (Figure 3).

Inactivation of the pyrD gene strongly affected csgB expression, downregulating it by
more than 10-fold, particularly at the onset of the stationary phase, in which csgB expression
increases by 26-fold compared to the exponential phase (Figure 3). In contrast, it did not
significantly affect csgD transcription levels, which, in contrast, were higher during the
exponential phase, showing a ca. 33-fold decrease at the onset of the stationary phase
(Figure 3). Our results suggest that in AIEC, unlike the E. coliMG1655 laboratory strain,
perturbation of intracellular pyrimidine pools due to pyrD inactivation specifically targets
csgBAC, encoding curli subunits, without affecting the CsgD regulon at large. Indeed,
transcription of the cellulose-related adrA and bscA genes were not significantly different
in LF82pyrD::Tn5 compared to its parental strain (Figure 3, ca. 1.3 fold WT vs. mutant).
However, it must be pointed out that adrA transcription levels were almost undetectable
also in the LF82 parental strain, possibly suggesting that adrAmight not be transcribed at
significant levels in AIEC, at least in our experimental conditions.

In addition to the curli structural operon, the pyrD::Tn5 mutation results in strong
downregulation (ca. 20-fold in exponential phase, Figure 3) of the fimA gene, encoding
the major subunit of type 1 fimbriae, an important virulence factor in AIEC, promoting
its adhesion to epithelial cells [18,19], thus suggestted that perturbation of pyrimidine
nucleotide pools negatively affects multiple adhesion factors in LF82. In contrast, fliC,
encoding the main flagellar subunit, was not differently expressed in the LF82pyrD::Tn5
mutant, suggesting that reduced motility in this strain (Figure 2C) might be mediated at
flagellar motility rather than at the flagellar gene transcription level.
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Figure 3. Determination of gene expression levels in the LF82 vs. the LF82pyrD::Tn5 (LF82pyrD)
strain by qRT-PCR. RNA was extracted from bacterial cultures grown in YESCA medium at 30 ◦C
either during exponential growth (EXP, OD600nm = 0.4) or transition to stationary phase (LATE-EXP,
OD600nm = 1.0). Values are expressed as arbitrary units; transcription levels in the LF82 strain during
exponential growth are set to 1. Data are from at least three independent experiments and median are
shown. ns, not significant; ***, p-value < 0.001, ****, p-value < 0.0001 One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s
test for multiple comparisons.

3.4. Dihydroorotate Dehydrogenase (DHOD) as Potential Drug Target

Results presented so far suggest that inactivation of the pyrD gene, resulting in loss
of dihydroorotate dehydrogenase (DHOD) activity, and consequent perturbation of in-
tracellular pyrimidine pools, affects a variety of cellular processes involved in AIEC host
colonization and virulence, such as cell adhesion and motility (Figure 2), and ability to
grow in environments devoid of exogenous pyrimidines (Figure 1), such as the vacuoles
formed during macrophage infection by AIEC [35]. Interestingly, inhibitors of the human
DHOD protein, like vidofludimus (VF), have been widely studied as anti-inflammatory
drugs in several pathologies, including CD [43]. We recently showed that purine synthesis
inhibitors 6-mercaptopurines, a class of widely used anti-inflammatory drugs, possess
antimicrobial activity against LF82 and can inhibit biofilm formation and motility in this
bacterium at subinhibitory concentrations for growth [25], thus suggesting that their an-
timicrobial activity might contribute to their effectiveness in Crohn’s disease treatment. We
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hypothesized that VF might also inhibit E. coli DHOD, thus mimicking the effects of the
pyrDmutation and hampering AIEC virulence, and that such inhibition might contribute
to its anti-inflammatory action.

Unlike 6-mercaptopurines, however, VF showed no antibacterial activity on LF82
up to 256 µg/mL (Figure 4B), and it failed to inhibit biofilm formation at either 30 ◦C
or 37 ◦C (Figure 4C), while only promoting a very slight phenotypic change of LF82
on CR-supplemented media at 37 ◦C (Figure 4A). VF even induced a slight increase in
biofilm formation that was only statistically significant at 37 ◦C and did not show a
clear dose-dependence, suggesting that these effects are not mediated by inhibition of
DHOD activity. The lack of significant biological effects on LF82 by VF might be due
either to inability to enter the bacterial cells of Gram negative bacteria, despite its small
molecular size (molecular mass = 355.12), or to low binding affinity to bacterial DHOD.
VF showed very poor antimicrobial activity on the Gram positive bacteria Bacillus cereus
and Staphylococcus epidermidis (MIC = 128 µg/mL for either species, Figure 4B), which are
typically more sensitive to antimicrobial agents not able to cross the outer membrane of
Gram negative bacteria, possibly suggesting poor inhibition of bacterial DHOD. Even in
M9Glucose minimal medium, in which pyrimidine nucleotides are exclusively synthesized
by the de novo biosynthetic pathway, and thus growth is totally dependent on the DHOD
activity, VF showed no antimicrobial activity against E. coli LF82 (Figure 4B).

Figure 4. Effects of vidofludimus (VF) on LF82 phenotypes and on microbial growth. (A) Phenotypes
on Congo red-supplemented YESCA agar medium, either at 30 ◦C or 37 ◦C, in the presence of growing
VF concentrations. The final DMSO concentration was kept at 1.25% for all VF concentrations tested.
(B) Minimal inhibitory concentrations (MIC) on E. coli (LF82, in YESCA and M9 Glu 0.2% media, and
the laboratory strain MG1655, in YESCA medium) and the Gram positive bacteria Bacillus cereus and
Staphylococcus epidermidis (in YESCA medium). (C) Biofilm formation, measured as surface adhesion
to polystyrene microtiter plates, using the Crystal violet method, in the presence of increasing
VF concentrations. Cultures were grown overnight in YESCA medium at either 30 ◦C or 37 ◦C.
*, p-value < 0.05, **, p-value < 0.01 One-way ANOVA with Tukey’s test for multiple comparisons.
Only significant values are shown.
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3.5. In Silico Analysis of Vidofludimus/DHOD Interaction

To further evaluate VF-DHOD interactions, we carried out in silico molecular dock-
ing experiments using GLIDE (see Materials and Methods). First we redocked the ligand
5-methoxy-2-[(4-phenoxyphenyl)amino]benzoic acid (R2C) to the corresponding experimentally-
determined structure (PDB ID: 2PRL). The ligand shows a GLIDE score of −9.6, with a
binding pose identical to the experimental one, where the main interaction is between
the carboxylic acid of R2C and R136 and Q47 along with many other polar and non-polar
interactions. Then, we docked VF to both human and E. coliDHOD (hDHOD and EcDHOD,
respectively). Docking on hDHOD showed a GLIDE score of −9.4 with a binding pose
comparable to R2C. In particular, the interaction between VF carboxylic acid and R136 and
Q47 is maintained (Figure 5A).

Figure 5. Model of VF-DHOD interaction. (A) VF (in green) docked to hDHOD showed an interaction
between the VF carboxylic acid moiety and both R136 and Q47. A third interaction is observed
between the amide group of VF and the hydroxyl group of Y356. (B) When VF is docked to EcDHOD
we observed that the VF carboxylic acid moiety form interactions with R102 (equivalent to R136 in
human) and R7 (in place of Q47 in human). The VF amide group does not form any interaction.

Furthermore, a third interaction is formed between the same carboxylic moiety with
the hydroxyl group of Y356. Docking to EcDHOD again showed a comparable binding
pose (Figure 5B). The carboxylic moiety of VF can interact with a conserved R102 (R136 in
human) and with R7 (P44 in human) while lacking a third interaction present in the former.
In addition, polar and non-polar interactions are also less optimised, resulting in a reduced
GLIDE score of −8. Of note, EcDHOD and hDHOD are structurally similar with an RMSD
of less than 1 Å and a sequence identity of 41%. Based on these results, we expect VF to
be able to interact with both hDHOD and EcDHOD with similar binding affinities, which
would be consistent with the hypothesis that the lack of VF antimicrobial activity might
be due to its inability to enter bacterial cells. In contrast, a structural comparison between
hDHOD, EcDHOD and the structures of the two DHOD isoenzymes in the Gram positive
bacterium Lactococcus lactis (the pyrD homodimer and the pyrD-pyrK heterotetramer, 2DOR
and 1EP2, respectively) show that in either DHOD form from this bacterium, the predicted
binding site for VF is missing due to the lack of the two N-terminal helices necessary for
DHOD-VF interaction (Figure S4).

4. Discussion

The ability of intracellular pathogenic bacteria such as AIEC to invade the gut epithe-
lium and to survive in macrophages is a major trigger for chronic gut inflammation in CD.
Thus, specific inhibition of AIEC virulence could be a promising strategy in CD treatment,
as it might counteract inflammation without exacerbating gut dysbiosis, which can instead
be observed in response to antibiotic therapy [26].
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In order to identify potential targets for anti-virulence agents, we have generated a
transposon insertion library in the AIEC strain LF82 and looked for mutants unable to
survive in a medium mimicking the macrophage environment. Through this approach,
we selected an insertion mutation in the pyrD gene (LF82pyrD::Tn5 mutant), encoding for
DHOD, an enzyme part of the de novo pyrimidine biosynthetic pathway. The selection of
the pyrDmutant is likely due to the lack of exogenous pyrimidines in the medium used
in our screening (Figure 1); however, it confirms previous results showing that mutants
in AIEC, as well as in Salmonella, impaired in their de novo pyrimidine biosynthetic
pathway, are indeed unable to survive in macrophages [35,44], which is in line with the
more general notion that, in several intracellular pathogens, auxotrophic mutants, either
for nucleotides or for some amino acids, are avirulent, mostly because of their inability to
grow or survive [45–47].

The pleiotropic effects of mutations in the pyrimidine biosynthetic pathway, such as the
inability to form biofilm or to produce virulence factors, have already been described in the
MG1655 laboratory strain of E. coli [36] as well as in other bacteria, such as P. aeruginosa [32],
possibly via sensing of intracellular pyrimidine nucleotide pools by global regulators [48].
In this work, we showed that, in LF82, inactivation of the pyrD gene resulted in the
inhibition of surface attachment (Figure 2) via downregulation of genes encoding curli
fibers (Figures 2 and 3) and type 1 fimbriae (Figure 3) which are, arguably, the two main
proteinaceous adhesion factors in E. coli. We had already described that, in E coliMG1655,
mutations in the pyrimidine biosynthetic genes strongly affected transcription of the
csgDEFG operon [36], which includes the CsgD regulatory protein presiding to curli and
cellulose production; in contrast, in the LF82 background, gene expression downregulation
by pyrD inactivation was only observed for the csgBAC operon, encoding curli structural
subunits. This observation would suggest that, in LF82, sensing the lack of intracellular
pyrimidines might be more selectively relayed towards turning off curli production, rather
than to a more general effect on the CsgD regulon (Figure 3). Inhibition of curli production
might be clinically relevant as, although curli production is turned off at 37 ◦C in laboratory
conditions, antibodies against these structures have been isolated in the context of various
diseases, suggesting their production would indeed take place during infection. Indeed,
curli binding to the TLR1/2 Toll-like receptors and activation of the NOD-like receptor
protein 3 inflammasome are thought to contribute to overall inflammation in CD [49,50].

While the role of curli fibers in AIEC infection has not yet been fully characterised,
type 1 fimbriae are considered bona fide AIEC virulence factors that are able to promote
bacterial adhesion to epithelial cells [18]. Interestingly, the expression of both curli fibers-
and type 1 pili-encoding genes are negatively regulated in the presence of glucose in LF82,
suggesting positive control by the CAP master regulator [25], whose activity appears to
respond also to pyrimidine intracellular concentrations, as recently proposed [51]. At any
rate, the inhibition of pyrimidine biosynthesis appears to have a very extensive impact on
AIEC adhesion factors, reiterating its potential as a target for antimicrobial drugs.

Finally, in addition to survival in macrophages, biofilm formation and curli produc-
tion, as well as cellular motility, another virulence factor in AIEC, was also affected by
pyrD inactivation, probably via regulation of flagellar motility, as transcription of the fliC
gene, part of the main flagellar operon, was unaffected in the LF82pyrD::Tn5 mutant strain
(Figure 3). Unlike survival in the macrophage-mimicking medium and adhesion factors’
production, flagellar motility was not fully restored by uracil supplementation (Figure 2C),
possibly suggesting that accumulation of early intermediates of the de novo pyrimidine
biosynthesis, rather than pyrimidine availability, might be involved in this process. Indeed,
pyrimidine biosynthesis intermediates such as N-carbamoyl-aspartate can modulate pro-
duction of c-di-GMP, a signal molecule involved in several processes, including flagellar
motility [52].

The pleiotropic effects of the pyrD mutation on several virulence-related processes
would make DHOD, the product of the pyrD gene, a suitable target for novel inhibitors of
AIEC growth and/or virulence. This led us to hypothesize that VF, a known inhibitor of
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human DHOD studied in clinical trials as an anti-inflammatory drug in the treatment of
CD [43,53], could possess antimicrobial and antivirulence activity against AIEC via bacterial
DHOD inhibition. Indeed, antimicrobial activity against microorganisms able to trigger
chronic inflammation in CD has been proposed to be at least partly responsible for the anti-
inflammatory activity of mercaptopurines, which, like VF, can inhibit de novo nucleotide
biosynthesis in bacteria [24,25,54]. However, unlike mercaptopurines, VF possesses little
or no activity either against AIEC or Gram positive microorganisms (Figure 4), although
molecular docking analysis (Figure 5) predicts that VF can bind human and E. coli DHOD
with similar affinity. The lack of antimicrobial activity by VF against AIEC (Figure 4)
might thus depend on VF poor penetration into the cell, despite its low molecular mass
(355.12), a behaviour observed also for several antimicrobial agents, such as clindamycin
(MW 424.98) [55]. In contrast, comparison of the E. coli DHOD structure to both DHOD
isoenzymes of the Gram positive, probiotic bacterium Lactococcus lactis (Figure S4) shows the
absence of any potential binding site for VF in either DHOD isoform. Our results reiterate
previous observations on the functional diversity of DHOD among bacteria [56] which, in
addition to known structural differences between human and E. coli DHOD [57], would
suggest the possibility to design DHOD inhibitors that might specifically target only a
subset of selected bacterial species. In the context of a chronic inflammatory disease such as
CD, targeting E. coli DHODwithout affecting beneficial bacteria in the gut microbiota could
eradicate an important trigger for chronic inflammation and help restore gut microbiota
eubiosis, thus representing a promising therapeutic strategy.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/
microorganisms10030537/s1, Table S1: List of oligonucleotides used for qRT-PCR experiments. Figure
S1: Growth rates and lag phases of LF82 wild type strain and of the LF82pyrD::Tn5 mutant in Acid
medium supplemented either with DMSO or uracil. Figure S2: Optical density of overnight cultures
of LF82 wild type strain and of the LF82pyrD::Tn5 mutant in YESCA medium in microtiter plates
used for biofilm determination experiments. Figure S3: (A) Viability of the LF82pyrD::Tn5 mutant
compared to its parental strain on LB Agar and MacConkey media. (B) Relative expression levels of
the lptD gene. Figure S4: structures of Lactococcus lactis PyrD protein.
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Table S1. Oligonucleotides used for RT‐PCR experiments. 

Name  Sequence (5’  3’) 

16s_RT_for  TGTCGTCAGCTCGTGTCGTGA 

16s_RT_rev  ATCCCCACCTTCCTCCGGT 

csgB_RT_for CATAATTGGTCAAGCTGGGACTAA

csgB_RT_rev  GCAACAACCGCCAAAAGTTT 

csgD_RT_for  CCCGTACCGCGACATTG 

csgD_RT_rev  CGTTCTTGATCCTCCATGG 

bcsA_RT_for  TCGCGATTATCGTCGTCACG 

bcsA_RT_rev  GGGTGCTCCAGCGGAATAAA 

adrA_RT_for  GGCTGGGTCAGCTACCAG 

adrA_RT_rev CGTCGGTTATACACGCCCG 

fimA_RT_for  CGCTTGCGCAGTTGATGCAG 

fimA_RT_rev CCGTCCCCAAGAAGGCAACA 

fliC_RT_for  CAACTTACAGCGTATCCGTG 

fliC_RT_rev  CGTTCACGCCGTTGAACTG 

lptD_RT_for  GATGCGCTCGGTAATGTCC 

lptD_RT_rev  CACCTTCCCAGACGTTGGT 

 

 

 

   



 

Figure S1. Analysis of growth rates (A) and lag time after inoculation (B) in Acid Medium for LF82 grown either with 

0.25% DMSO,  or  0.25mM  uracil  in DMSO,  and  for  LF82pyrD::Tn5  in  the  presence  of  0.25mM  uracil.  Results  of  six 

independent experiments are shown. *, p‐value < 0.05; **, p‐value < 0.01; ****, p‐value < 0.0001, one‐way ANOVA with 

Tukey’s test for multiple comparisons. 

 

 

Figure S2. Optical density of overnight cultures of LF82 and LF82pyrD::Tn5 grown in YESCA medium in microtiter plates 

at  30  °C  (conditions used  for biofilm determination with  crystal violet  shown  in Figure  2). Each point  represents  an 

independent biological replicate. ns, not significant (p‐value = 0.89), Student t test. 

 

 



 

Figure S3. (A) Plating efficiency of LF82 and its LF82pyrD::Tn5 mutant derivative on Luria Agar (LA) and MacConkey 

media. Overnight cultures grown  in LB medium were adjusted to OD600nm=1.0 and serially diluted 1:10  in microtiter 

plates  to  a  final  dilution  of  10‐6. Dilutions were  replicated  on  both  LA  and MacConkey.  (B) Determination  of  gene 

expression levels in the LF82 vs the LF82pyrD::Tn5 (LF82pyrD) strain by qRT‐PCR. Results of six independent experiments 

are shown. ns, not significant, one‐way ANOVA with Tukey’s test for multiple comparisons. 



 

Figure S4. (A) Crystal structure of Lactococcus lactis DHOD type B (pdb 1EP2) where PyrD domain is superimposed to the 

crystal structure of EcDHOD (pdb 1F76). (B) Crystal structure of Lactococcus lactis DHOD type A (pdb 2DOR) where one 

of the PyrD domains is superimposed to with the crystal structure of EcDHOD (pdb 1F76). 
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